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Abstract
Multicarrier and multiple input–multiple output (MIMO) techniques have become popular in
wireless communications over multipath fading channels in recent years. This thesis firstly
considers the characterization and simulation of fading mobile radio channels for MIMO
multicarrier systems. Secondly, the performance of spread-spectrum multicarrier (MC) codedivision multiple-access (CDMA) with multirate transmission is analyzed. Thirdly, the analysis is
applied to ultra-wideband (UWB) orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems
enhanced with frequency-domain code-division multiplexing (CDM).
The response of a small-scale fading channel is derived as a function of time, transmit and
receive antenna positions, and subcarrier frequency, which leads to a tapped delay-line model with
time-, space-, and frequency-selective taps. The taps are modeled as a sum of a deterministic lineof-sight or dominant scattered path and a zero-mean Gaussian part composed of a number of
unresolvable scattered paths and, therefore, are Rice fading. The Gaussian parts have the desired
temporal and spatiospectral correlations generated by time-correlation shaping filtering and a
space-frequency correlation transformation, respectively. The simulator achieves a good accuracy
while retaining a reasonable computational complexity.
The generic performance analysis of MC-CDMA includes both the multicode and variable
spreading factor (VSF) multirate schemes that are inherent for CDMA and capable of providing
efficient support for services of different required data rates. The analysis also takes into account
the intersymbol interference caused by the multipath delay components exceeding a guard
interval, which is commonly omitted in the literature by assuming the guard interval to be longer
than the maximum delay spread. Results comparing and pointing out notable differences in the
error rate performance of the two multirate schemes in conjunction with six different combining
techniques are presented for a synchronous downlink and both a synchronous and asynchronous
uplink.
The analysis of CDM-enhanced OFDM-UWB involves first a single piconet with different
combinations of the VSF and multicode schemes. Frequency-domain spreading is found to
improve the performance remarkably when a sufficient spreading factor and a suitable subcarrier
combining method are used. Subsequently, CDMA of simultaneously operating piconets (SOPs)
with either the VSF or multicode scheme is considered. While both multirate schemes result in a
similar performance when the number of SOPs is large, notable differences arise when there are
only a few SOPs.

Keywords: channel characteristics, fading simulation, multiband OFDM, multicarrier
CDMA, multicode, variable spreading factor
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Abbreviations
|·|
b·c
[ · ]i,:
[ · ]i,j
(·)∗
(·)0
(·)H
(·)T
ˆ
(·)
∠(·)
⊗
0d
a(·)
ai
aj
aki
afk
a pr k
a pt k
Ah
blockdiag{·}
bi
c
c0k (·)
chkl

[0,T ]

chkl g

absolute of the argument
largest integer smaller than or equal to the argument
submatrix of the argument with rows indexed in vector i
submatrix of the argument with rows and columns indexed in vectors i
and j, respectively
complex conjugate of the argument
another value of the variable in the argument
complex conjugate transpose of the argument
transpose of the argument
estimate of the argument
phase of the argument
Kronecker product
zero vector of dimension d
spread function of channel
path coefficient of ith multipath component
coefficient of jth backward filter tap
path coefficient of ith multipath component in kth resolvable path
vector of phase shifts over subcarriers for kth resolvable path
vector of phase shifts over receive antennas for kth resolvable path
vector of phase shifts over transmit antennas for kth resolvable path
amplitude of hth group
block diagonal matrix of the argument matrices
coefficient of ith forward filter tap
speed of light
channel coefficient term for LOS or dominant scattered component in
kth path
channel coefficient of lth subcarrier of kth user in hth group
channel coefficient term of delays from 0 to Tg for lth subcarrier of kth
user in hth group
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(T ,Ts )1

chklg

(T ,Ts )2

chklg

(T ,Ts )3

chklg

[T ,Ts +Tg ]

chkls

(T +Tg ,2Ts )1

chkls

(T +Tg ,2Ts )2

chkls

(T +Tg ,2Ts )3

chkls
(i)

ICI coupling term of delays from Tg to Ts for lth subcarrier of kth user in
hth group
channel coefficient term of delays from Tg to Ts for lth subcarrier of kth
user in hth group
ISI coupling term of delays from Tg to Ts for lth subcarrier of kth user in
hth group
asynchronicity induced intercode interference coupling term of delays
from Ts to Ts + Tg for lth subcarrier of kth user in hth group
asynchronicity induced ICI coupling term of delays from Ts + Tg to 2Ts
for lth subcarrier of kth user in hth group
asynchronicity induced intercode interference coupling term of delays
from Ts + Tg to 2Ts for lth subcarrier of kth user in hth group
asynchronicity induced ISI coupling term of delays from Ts + Tg to 2Ts
for lth subcarrier of kth user in hth group

chkn
ck (·)
csk (·)

channel coefficient of nth path of kth user in hth group at ith symbol
channel coefficient of kth resolvable path
channel coefficient term for scattered components in kth path

csklmn

Gaussian component of channel coefficient between mth transmit and
nth receive antenna on lth subcarrier in kth path at ith sample
vector of channel coefficients at ith sample

(i)

c(i)
(i)

c0

(i)
c0k
(i)

vector of deterministic components of channel coefficients at ith sample
vector of deterministic components of channel coefficients for kth path
at ith sample

cs
CI×J

vector of Gaussian components of channel coefficients at ith sample
set of I-by-J matrices of complex numbers

Chk

coupling matrix of kth user in hth group at ith symbol lag

diag(·)
d
di
d̄k
dr
dri

ith symbol of pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream of kth user in hth
group
diagonal matrix with the same main diagonal as the argument
unit vector for direction
unit vector for direction of ith multipath component
unit vector for mean direction of kth resolvable path
unit vector for arrival direction
unit vector for arrival direction of ith multipath component

(i)

(i)
dhkqp
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d̄rk
dt
dti
d̄tk

unit vector for mean direction of arrival for kth resolvable path
unit vector for departure direction
unit vector for departure direction of ith multipath component
unit vector for mean direction of departure for kth resolvable path

Dhkqp

signal term of decision metric for pth VSF stream of qth multicode
stream of kth user in hth group at ith symbol
dimension of receive array
dimension of transmit array
base of the natural logarithm
symbol energy
expectation of f (x) over x
frequency
channel sampling frequency
chip index
spreading factor of hth rate group
maximum power margin
mean power margin
rate group index
impulse response
number of active rate groups
transfer function in the z-transform domain
symbol interval index; multipath component index; forward filter tap
index
number of filter taps
interpolation factor of cubic interpolation
interpolation factor of interpolation filter

(i)

Dr
Dt
e
Es
Ex [ f (x)]
f
fs
g
Gh
Gmax
Gmean
h
h(·)
H
H(z)
i
I
Ic
If

(i)

Ihkqp

interference term of decision metric for pth VSF stream of qth multicode
stream of kth user in hth group at ith symbol

(i)

interference from g0 th chip of p0 th VSF stream of q0 th multicode stream
of k0 th user in h0 th group to gth chip of pth VSF stream of qth multicode
stream of kth user in hth group at ith symbol
identity matrix
imaginary unit; backward filter tap index
zero-order Bessel function of the first kind

Ihkqpg

h0 k0 q0 p0 g0

I
j
J0 (·)
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(i)

Jhkqpg
k
K
Kh
Kk
l
l
L
L
m
max(·)
min(·)
M
n
n(t)
N
N0
(i)

ISI to gth chip of pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream of kth user in
hth group at ith symbol
user index; resolvable path index
number of resolvable paths; Rice K-factor
number of users in hth group
Rice K-factor of kth resolvable path
subcarrier index
vector of subcarrier indices
number of subcarriers
lower triangular matrix
transmit antenna index
maximum of the argument
minimum of the argument
number of transmit antennas
multipath component index; receive antenna index
noise
number of receive antennas
power spectral density of noise

Nhkqp

noise term of decision metric for pth VSF stream of qth multicode
stream of kth user in hth group at ith symbol

(i)

ICI from g0 th chip of p0 th VSF stream of q0 th multicode stream of k0 th
user in h0 th group to gth chip of pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream
of kth user in hth group at ith symbol
VSF stream index
probability density function; power spectrum of channel
delay power spectrum of kth user in hth group
power spectrum of channel for kth resolvable path
symbol waveform
vector for antenna position
vector for receive antenna position
vector for transmit antenna position
error probability in AWGN channel
error probability in fading channel
number of VSF streams in hth group
power of kth resolvable path

Ohkqpg

h0 k0 q0 p0 g0

p
p(·)
phk (τ)
pk (·)
ps (t)
p
pr
pt
PAWGN
Pfading
Ph
Pk
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q
Qh
r(·)
R
R(·)
R0k (·)
Rc (∆ωll 0 )
Rh
Rs (·)
Rsk (·)
Rc
Rchk

(a,b)

Rchk c,d
RIhkqp
Ryhkp
shkqg
s(t)
sinc(·)
shkq
shkqp
S
(i)

Shkqpg

h0 k0 q0 p0 g0

Shk
t
T
Tg
To
Ts

multicode stream index
number of multicode streams in hth group
received lowpass signal
symbol rate
autocorrelation
autocorrelation of channel coefficient term for LOS or dominant scattered
component in kth path
spectral autocorrelation of channel
symbol rate of hth group
autocorrelation of channel coefficient term for scattered components
autocorrelation of channel coefficient term for scattered components in
kth path
spectral covariance matrix of channel terms
spectral covariance matrix of channel terms for kth user in hth group
(a,b)

(a,b)

spectral covariance matrix of chkl c and chkl d , l = 1, . . . , L
interference covariance matrix for pth VSF stream of qth multicode
stream of kth user in hth group
covariance matrix of received signal after OFDM demodulation for pth
VSF stream of qth multicode stream of kth user in hth group
gth chip of qth multicode stream of kth user in hth group
transmitted baseband signal
sine cardinal function
vector of chips for qth multicode stream of kth user in hth group
spreading sequence vector for pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream
of kth user in hth group
number of channel samples
intercode interference from g0 th chip of p0 th VSF stream of q0 th multicode stream of k0 th user in h0 th group to gth chip of pth VSF stream of
qth multicode stream of kth user in hth group at ith symbol
spreading sequence matrix of kth user in hth group
time
sample interval
guard interval
observation interval
symbol interval; channel sample interval
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Tu
uhk (t)

useful symbol span
transmitted baseband signal of kth user in hth group

Uhkqp

decision metric for pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream of kth user
in hth group at ith symbol
mobile speed
mobile velocity vector
combining weight for gth chip of pth VSF stream of qth multicode
stream of kth user in hth group
combining weight vector for pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream of
kth user in hth group
bandwidth of baseband signal on a subcarrier
x-axis component of direction vector for ith multipath component

(i)

v
v
whkqpg
whkqp
W
xi

(i)

yi

demodulator output for lth subcarrier of kth user in hth group at ith
symbol
y-axis component of direction vector for ith multipath component

yj

jth time correlation shaping filter output at ith sample

z
zi

vector of time correlation shaping filter outputs at ith sample
z-transform domain variable
z-axis component of direction vector for ith multipath component

yhkl

(i)

y(i)

α
αk
αrms
βk
γhkqp
δ (·)
∆(·)
∆p
∆prn
∆ptm
∆ωll 0
θ
θi
ϑk
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envelope
envelope of channel coefficient for kth resolvable path
root-mean-square value of envelope
phase of channel coefficient for kth resolvable path
instantaneous SINR of pth VSF stream of qth multicode stream of kth
user in hth group
Dirac delta function
finite difference in the argument
distance between two spatial positions
position vector difference from 1st to nth receive antenna
position vector difference from 1st to mth transmit antenna
spacing between subcarriers l and l 0
elevation
elevation of ith multipath component
phase shift of deterministic component over sample interval for kth path

νD
νi
ξk

wavelength of center carrier
power of channel coefficient term for LOS or dominant scattered component in kth path
maximum Doppler frequency
Doppler frequency of ith multipath component
random initial phase of kth resolvable path

ρklmn

spatiospectral correlation coefficient between csklmn and cskl 0 m0 n0

σa
σd
σdk
σk2

azimuth spread
rms delay spread
rms delay spread for kth resolvable path
average power of channel coefficient term for scattered components in
kth path
normalized power of ith multipath component in kth resolvable path
noise variance
spectral covariance matrix of kth resolvable path
spatial covariance matrix of kth resolvable path for receiver
spatial covariance matrix of kth resolvable path for transmitter
diagonalization of spatiospectral covariance matrices of paths
spatiospectral covariance matrix of kth resolvable path
spatial covariance matrix of kth resolvable path
delay
delay of kth user in hth group
delay of nth multipath component of kth user in hth group
mean delay of kth resolvable path
delay of ith multipath component in kth resolvable path
delay of nth multipath component
set of delays in kth resolvable path
azimuth
azimuth of ith multipath component
mean azimuth of kth resolvable path
mean azimuth at receiver
mean azimuth at transmitter
phase of ith multipath component
phase of ith multipath component in kth resolvable path

λc
µk2

kl 0 m0 n0

σki2
σN2
Σ fk
Σ pr k
Σ pt k
Σ pt pr f
Σ pt pr f k
Σ pt pr k
τ
τhk
τhkn
τ̄k
τki
τn
τk
φ
φi
φ̄k
φ̄r
φ̄t
ϕi (·)
ϕki (·)

(i)

(i)
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ψk
ωl

angle between azimuth of velocity and mean azimuth of kth path
angular frequency of lth subcarrier

2-D
3-D
3GPP
AD
AWGN
BEP
BER
BPSK
cdf
CDM
CDMA
COST
CW
CWC
DA
DC
DFT
DS
DSL
DVB
EC
EGC
FCC
FDM
FDMA
FFT
FH
FIR
FLOP
GPS
GSM
HF

two-dimensional
three-dimensional
Third Generation Partnership Project
analog to digital
additive white Gaussian noise
bit-error probability
bit-error rate
binary phase-shift keying
cumulative distribution function
code-division multiplexing
code-division multiple-access
European Cooperation in the Field of Scientific and Technical Research
continuous wave
Centre for Wireless Communications
digital to analog
direct current
discrete Fourier transform
direct sequence
digital subscriber line
digital video broadcasting
European Community
equal gain combining
Federal Communications Commission
frequency-division multiplexing
frequency-division multiple-access
fast Fourier transform
frequency hopping
finite impulse response
floating point operation
Global Positioning System
Global System for Mobile Communications
high frequency
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HPY
I&D
ICI
IFFT
IS-95
IDFT
IEE
IEEE
IET
iid
IIR
ISI
LOS
LTE
MB
MC
MIMO
MMSE
MMSECC
MMSEUC
MRC
NLOS
OC
OFDM
OFDMA
OQAM
ORC
OVSF
PAPR
PC
PIC
pdf
QAM
QPSK
rms

Helsingin Puhelinyhdistys
integrate-and-dump
intercarrier interference
inverse fast Fourier transform
Interim Standard 95
inverse discrete Fourier transform
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Institution of Engineering and Technology
independent and identically distributed
infinite impulse response
intersymbol interference
line-of-sight
Long Term Evolution
multiband
multicarrier
multiple input–multiple output
minimum mean-square error
minimum mean-square error per carrier combining
minimum mean-square error per user combining
maximal ratio combining
non-line-of-sight
optimum combining
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access
offset quadrature amplitude modulation
orthogonality restoring combining
orthogonal variable spreading factor
peak-to-average power ratio
personal computing
parallel interference cancellation
probability density function
quadrature amplitude modulation
quadrature phase-shift keying
root mean square
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SINR
SNR
SOP
SOS
SS
TDMA
TH
UMTS
US
UWB
VSF
WLAN
WMAN
WPAN
XPR
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signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
signal-to-noise ratio
simultaneously operating piconet
sum of sinusoids
spread spectrum
time-division multiple-access
time hopping
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
United States; uncorrelated scattering
ultra wideband
variable spreading factor
wireless local area network
wireless metropolitan area network
wireless personal area network
cross-polarization power ratio
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1

Introduction

The application of multicarrier and multiple input–multiple output (MIMO) techniques
in a wide range of high data rate wireless communications over fading channels has
become increasingly popular in recent years. In comparison with wideband single-carrier
transmission, the key advantage of multicarrier transmission is the robustness against
frequency-selective fading, narrowband interference and intersymbol interference
(ISI). MIMO techniques employing multiple antennas at both the transmitter and
receiver can provide either robustness to space-selective fading or improved capacity, or
both. The research and development of these new multicarrier MIMO communication
systems over wireless, mobile channels requires realistic, well-defined channel models.
Furthermore, complying channel simulators are needed for reliable laboratory and
computer simulations, reducing the need for more expensive and time consuming
prototyping and field testing. As these new communication systems are expected to
carry various multimedia services needing different data rates, they need multirate
capable transmission schemes for efficient operation. Besides future cellular systems,
the most favored emerging high-rate ultra-wideband (UWB) underlay systems rely
on multicarrier transmission techniques providing favorable foundations for efficient
multirate capable transmission schemes.
This thesis work was started with the modeling and simulation of fading mobile radio
channels for multicarrier MIMO systems. Thereafter, the performance of a promising,
multirate capable multicarrier and multiple-access technique was analyzed over fading
channels. Finally, the application of the technique and its analysis to UWB systems was
considered. These research topics are further introduced in Section 1.1, the motivation,
scope, and novelty of the research are expressed in Section 1.2, and the contents of this
thesis are briefly outlined in Section 1.3.

1.1

Background

A characteristic effect of a mobile radio channel is small-scale fading due to multipath
propagation. Based on channel measurements and theoretical considerations, a large
number of channel models have been presented in the past. The proposed models
include, for example, those aimed for the simulation of MIMO single-carrier systems
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in frequency-selective Rayleigh fading (Pedersen et al. 2000a, Xu et al. 2004, Xiao
et al. 2004). Some other presented models are aimed, for example, for the modeling of
either spatiotemporal correlation at a base station in frequency-nonselective Rayleigh
fading (Chen et al. 2000, Smith & Abhayapala 2003), spatiotemporal correlation in
frequency-nonselective Rice fading MIMO channels (Abdi & Kaveh 2002), or spatial
correlation in outdoor MIMO channels (Gesbert et al. 2002). None of the above
or other proposed models to the authors knowledge, however, address specifically
frequency-selective, Rice fading multicarrier MIMO channels.
Fading can be simulated by using either ray tracing or a stochastic approach, or
a combination of them. In stochastic modeling, fading has been given predefined
characteristics, which have been derived for a limited number of broadly designated
propagation environments based on measurements. In ray tracing, on the other hand,
fading results from the imitated propagation in a particular environment. The three
commonly used stochastic approaches to generate temporally correlated Rayleigh fading
with the desired Doppler power spectrum are based either on the sum of sinusoids
(SOS), inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT), or time correlation shaping filtering.
The SOS technique is, in essence, a simple ray tracing setup. The method utilizing
the IDFT performs, in fact, the shaping of the temporal correlation in the frequency
domain by multiplying Gaussian noise with the square root of the desired Doppler
power spectrum and then transforms the product into the time domain. This method is
accurate for long sequences and high Doppler frequencies, but the computational load
per channel coefficient increases with the length of the sequence. In time-domain time
correlation shaping filtering, on the other hand, the accuracy of the process and the
computational load per coefficient are independent of the sequence length. Moreover,
coefficients can be generated as they are needed, whereas the IDFT method requires that
they are all generated by a single IDFT operation. The ability to generate coefficients
as they are needed is advantageous, for example, when the length of the sequence is
not known in advance. In addition to perpetual temporal autocorrelation generated
to Gaussian sequences by time correlation shaping filtering, crosscorrelation can be
generated between the sequences by a block-wise linear matrix transformation. This
transformation has been used in the existing fading simulators to generate either spatially
or spectrally correlated fading sequences but not fading that would be both spatially and
spectrally or jointly spatiospectrally correlated.
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become the most widely
used multicarrier technique due to its spectral efficiency and computationally efficient
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implementation by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). OFDM is used nowadays
for providing high data rate connections in, for example, digital subscriber line (DSL)
modems, digital video broadcasting (DVB), and wireless local area network (WLAN)
systems. In mobile radio communications, direct-sequence (DS) code-division multipleaccess (CDMA) technique was adopted for the 3rd generation cellular systems due to its
capability to provide higher flexibility, capacity and interference tolerance over the
conventional time and frequency division access schemes. However, the ever-increasing
data rates demanded also from the next generation mobile radio systems would result in
impractically high chip rates if single-carrier DS-CDMA were used. The combination
of OFDM and CDMA with frequency-domain spreading, generally referred to as
multicarrier (MC) CDMA, enables a lower chip rate which is now equal to an OFDM
symbol rate, and brings together the above mentioned advantages of OFDM and CDMA.
Consequently, MC-CDMA has been widely considered to be a promising candidate
for the multiplexing technique of the future high data rate mobile communications,
especially for a downlink channel.
Two multirate transmission schemes that are particularly applicable for CDMA are
the multicode scheme and the variable spreading factor (VSF) scheme. In the multicode
scheme, the transmission rate of a user varies with the number of overlapping data
streams that are assigned different spreading sequences of fixed length. In the VSF
scheme, the rate varies with the number of nonoverlapping streams that are assigned the
same spreading sequence whose length is inversely proportional to the rate. Therefore,
the separation of multiple streams that provide a multiple of the basic rate is based in the
multicode scheme on the same code-division principle as the separation of multiple users
in a CDMA system. In contrast, the VSF scheme is based on time division in the case of
a DS-CDMA system, and on frequency division in the case of a MC-CDMA system. In
the 3rd generation DS-CDMA-based cellular systems, the multirate transmission is
realized with the time-division-based VSF multirate scheme. One reason for this is that
the VSF scheme does not give rise to the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of a signal,
which results in savings due to less stringent requirements for the dynamic range and
linearity of handset power amplifiers and A/D and D/A converters. In MC-CDMA, on
the other hand, PAPR is already substantial by the nature of OFDM and, consequently,
several techniques for PAPR reduction have been proposed. Therefore, the increase in
PAPR due to the multicode scheme does not bring previously nonexistent problems into
an MC-CDMA system.
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Besides the well-established OFDM and CDMA technologies for WLAN and
cellular applications, respectively, and the recent proposals of their combinations,
UWB radio transmission has gained increasing interest lately. UWB can provide high,
multimedia-capable data rates with a very low power spectral density. The potential
robustness against narrowband interference and frequency-selective fading further
increases the attractiveness of UWB communications. These features make UWB
transmission applicable for radio devices that coexist with other radio services in the
same operational frequencies. UWB communications have gained great interest since
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) of the United States (US) allocated the
3.1-10.6 GHz band, which is overlapping with other radio systems, for unlicensed UWB
communication devices in 2002. The UWB spectrum is considered to be used for a wide
range of wireless personal area network (WPAN) communications, including wireless
connectivity in personal computing, consumer electronics, and mobile applications.
The two most favored approaches for UWB communications are carrierless impulse
radio and multiband (MB) OFDM, the latter of which has been the choice for the first
UWB standard (Ecma International 2005) due to the efficiency and maturity of OFDM
technology.
In MB-OFDM, the UWB spectrum is divided into several subbands, each of which
is carrying an OFDM signal. Frequency-hopping, interleaving, dual-carrier modulation,
and frequency-domain spreading in the form of transmitting the same information on
two subcarriers within the same OFDM symbol, are used to obtain diversity against
frequency-selective fading and interference. To further improve the performance, more
extensive frequency-domain spreading by spreading sequences, that is, the use of
frequency-domain code-division multiplexing (CDM), has been proposed and simulated
by Gerakoulis & Salmi (2002), Park et al. (2004), Ramachandran et al. (2004). In
MB-OFDM, frequency-hopping provides, besides diversity, a way to achieve separation
between simultaneously operating piconets (SOPs). However, collisions between
frequency-hopping sequences and the number of destructively interfered symbols
increase with the number of SOPs. As an alternative way to separate SOPs, a frequencydomain CDMA, being equivalent to MC-CDMA, may be used. The performance of this
approach has been simulated by Popescu & Yaddanapudi (2006), Gong et al. (2006).
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1.2

Motivation and scope of the research

In this thesis, firstly a stochastic model for small-scale fading with a Rice distributed
envelope and temporal, spatial, and spectral correlation is proposed. The model stands
out from the earlier proposed tapped-delay-line models with temporal and spatial
correlation in that it includes also the explicit modeling of spectral correlation. That
is, the fading processes of different subcarriers can be generated with desired, exact
frequency-domain correlation values instead of settling for the unknown correlation that
is hidden in a specific power delay profile and discovered only via the Fourier transform.
This can be advantageous, for example, in the performance evaluation of multicarrier
transmission schemes relying on certain level of frequency diversity. The model presents
a fading channel in a generic form based on a channel spread function that is the joint
spread in Doppler frequency, direction at both a transmitter and receiver, and delay. In
the special case where the channel spread is separable in the aforementioned factors,
the model unifies the well-known independent characteristics of fading in time, space,
at both a mobile and base station, and frequency. Based on the model, a small-scale
fading simulator, which utilizes time correlation shaping filtering and a space-frequency
correlation transformation, is introduced. The simulator has been proven to achieve high
accuracy while maintaining reasonable computational complexity and, therefore, can be
efficiently used in the simulation of MIMO multicarrier systems. The simulator was
initiated in the author’s Master Thesis (Kunnari 2000) and an early version of it was used
in obtaining the results of a number of articles including those authored or co-authored
by this writer but not included in this thesis (Kunnari & Tujkovic 2001a,b, Kunnari
2002, Mucchi et al. 2002). Subsequently, the simulator was completed with theoretical
background, improvements, and extensions including the options for Rice and spectrally
correlated fading. Before the introduction in the international articles included in this
thesis, the completed simulator was presented in a national forum (Kunnari 2003a,b).
The extension of the simulator to the modeling of spectral correlation was utilized
throughout the performance evaluations that were conducted in this thesis work and are
outlined below.
Next, the error rate performance of the multicode and VSF multirate schemes
are analyzed and compared in a MC-CDMA system over multipath Rayleigh fading
channels. In the conducted performance evaluation, the proposed small-scale fading
channel model and the attendant fading simulator are utilized to the appropriate extent.
Both a synchronous downlink and uplink, as well as an asynchronous uplink are
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considered. In most of the earlier published results on the subject, it has been claimed
that these two multirate schemes achieve very similar performance. However, it is shown
here that remarkable differences exist in the performance of the schemes. Moreover, the
generality of the analysis enables straightforward incorporation of different combining
schemes, of which six are reviewed and their performance with the multirate schemes
are compared. Furthermore, in the earlier studies on the performance analysis of
OFDM-based MC-CDMA, presented for example by Gui & Ng (1999), Linnartz (2001),
Li & Latva-aho (2002), Shi & Latva-aho (2002b,a), the channel is assumed to be
frequency selective, which supposes a substantial multipath delay spread, but the spread
is assumed to be shorter than or truncated to the length of a guard interval for simplicity.
Consequently, no guard interval or ISI is taken into account in those studies. In the
analysis presented herein, the delay spread can extend over the guard interval, which is
also modeled. Therefore, the deteriorating effect of ISI is also observed.
Lastly, the performance analysis of MC-CDMA is applied to OFDM-based UWB
systems enhanced with frequency-domain CDM, for which, to the author’s knowledge,
only simulation results existed in the literature so far. The analysis is first applied
to the case of a single piconet operated with a continuum of schemes from a plain
nonspread OFDM scheme to a maximally spread multicode scheme via medium-spread
combinations of the VSF and multicode transmissions. Subsequently, the analysis
addresses frequency-domain CDMA that is used for the accommodation of multiple
SOPs. In this case, a continuum of schemes from a plain nonspread single-SOP OFDM
scheme to a maximally spread multi-SOP multicode scheme via medium-spread VSF
transmissions are considered.

1.3

Outline of the thesis

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 present a review of
literature, giving an overview of the past findings and the present status in the research
fields related and relevant to the topics of this thesis. The former of the two chapters
reviews the literature on small-scale fading mobile radio channels, and the latter reviews
the literature on spread-spectrum communication techniques over those channels, having
an emphasis on MC-CDMA and MB-OFDM. Although the review is extensive, it is by
no means exhaustive, but it brings out the novelty of the contributions of this thesis.
Chapter 4 summarizes the original articles forming the basis of this thesis. The summary
groups together Articles I and IV on the modeling of small-scale, Rice fading channels
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for the simulation of MIMO multicarrier system in Section 4.1, Articles II and III on
the performance analysis of multirate MC-CDMA in Section 4.2, and Articles V and
VI on the application of the analysis to OFDM-based UWB systems enhanced with
frequency-domain CDM in Section 4.3. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by
summarizing it and discussing not only its results but also shortcomings that need further
research in the future.
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2

Small-scale fading channels

One of the earliest, if not the first, published study on land mobile radio channels is
the one by Young & Lacy (1950). It reports on an investigation in New York City
where pulses of a 450 “megacycle” carrier were transmitted from the top of a building
and received at a mobile unit on the street level. The received “echo” pattern of the
pulses was displayed on an oscilloscope from which it was recorded with a “moving
picture” camera. These measurements were part of a program to study the possibilities
of multichannel mobile radio systems occupying a relatively wide band. The obtained
rudimental results on the probabilities and strengths of multipath components at different
delay intervals were applied for determining the maximum bandwidth of such systems.
Since the advent of the research on wideband mobile radio channels, the terminology,
measurement data recording, and the knowledge have evolved as channel characteristics
effecting on ever advancing mobile radio technologies have been explored.
Young (1952) continued the early reporting on the characteristics of mobile radio
channels by presenting results of a series of experiments comparing the transmission
performance of carrier frequencies from 150 to 3700 MHz in urban and suburban areas.
Along with frequency, Egli (1957) studied the effects of antenna height, polarization,
and distance on the radio wave propagation in both fixed and mobile radio transmissions.
A review of work done on the characterization of time-variant channels in the late
1950s and early 1960s was given by Kailath (1963). Perhaps the most cited paper of
those days is by Bello (1963), which introduced the concept of time-frequency duality
in the context of system functions of channels modeled by time-varying linear filters.
According to the paper, there is a duality between the uncorrelated scattering (US) and
the wide-sense stationary (WSS) channels, delay dispersion and frequency selectivity,
and Doppler dispersion and time selectivity. These studies, although motivated mainly
by long-range radio links and radar, became part of the theoretical foundation for the
later appearing characterizations of mobile radio channels.
The attenuation of a received signal propagated through a mobile radio channel can
be generally decomposed into a path loss, large-scale fading, and small-scale fading.
The path loss is defined as the mean attenuation of a signal, and it increases with distance
and frequency. Moreover, the type of propagation environment and antenna heights
determine an additional path loss over the free-space loss, so that the loss is higher
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Fig. 1. The relative attenuation of received signal versus distance.

in hilly and urban areas and with low-rise antennas than in flat and rural areas and
with high-rise antennas. Large-scale fading, which is also referred to as shadowing, is
the variation of the mean path loss over distances that are in the range of the size of
obstructions in the signal path. Large-scale fading has been found to be log-normally
distributed and the deviation depends on the propagation environment and distance.
Small-scale fading, which is also referred to as short-term or multipath fading, refers to
the fluctuation of the signal level within transitions as short as half of a wavelength. The
decomposition of total signal attenuation into a path loss, shadowing, and multipath
fading and their relationship to distance is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this thesis, only
the small-scale fading is considered. Literature on the characterization and computer
simulation of small-scale fading is reviewed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. More
information on the average path loss, large-scale fading, and mobile radio channels in
general is provided, for example, in the introductory magazine article by Sklar (1997),
in the extensive journal publication edited by Bertoni (1988), in the book by Parsons
(1992), and in the final reports of the European Cooperation in the Field of Scientific
and Technical Research (COST) actions 207, 231, 259, and 273, edited by Failli (1989),
Damosso & Correia (1999), Correia (2001), and Correia (2006), respectively.
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2.1

Characteristics of small-scale fading

In mobile radio systems, the antenna of a portable unit is typically low and in the
vicinity of various man-made and natural structures. The radio waves reflected and
scattered by the surrounding structures add up together with a wave that has traveled
along a possible line-of-sight (LOS) path to form a multipath signal at a receiver.
Depending on the relative phases of the multipath signal components, which vary due
to the differences in the respective path lengths, reflection coefficients, and Doppler
shifts, the interaction of the components varies from constructive to destructive. This
results in frequent deep fades of the composite signal over small shifts in time, location,
and carrier frequency if a magnitude of none of the multipath components is vastly
superior to the others. The existence of small-scale fading and its origin were known
already at the dawn of the research on mobile radio channels (Young & Lacy 1950). The
models proposed thereafter for the envelope distribution of small-scale faded signals are
reviewed in Section 2.1.1, and the findings on the dispersion of multipath components
over propagation delay, Doppler frequency, and direction of incidence, and the respective
properties of the selectivity of small-scale fading in frequency, time, and space are
reviewed in Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4. Section 2.1.5 focuses on joint dispersions
and the corresponding selectivities.

2.1.1

Envelope distribution

It is a generally approved approximation that the multiplicative complex path coefficients of scattered multipath components in physical multipath channels are mutually
uncorrelated. This assumption of US (Bello 1963) is supported by the facts that the paths
are normally much longer than the considered wavelengths and the lengths of the paths
and scatterers along them vary greatly. While in the probability theory the independence
of variables ensures their uncorrelatedness, the uncorrelatedness of variables does not
necessarily imply their independence unless the variables are jointly Gaussian. However,
based on the above mentioned facts that support the US assumption, it is generally
considered to be irrefutable that the phases of scattered multipath components are
independent and uniformly distributed over [0, 2π) (Turin et al. 1972, Bertoni 1988).
Consequently, the phase of a composite signal obtained by adding up the scattered
components is also uniformly distributed over [0, 2π) (Rice 1944, 1945). While there
has been a consensus on the uniform phase distribution of the composite, small-scale
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fading signal, its envelope has inspired several distribution models that are reviewed in
the following section.
Rayleigh distribution
Typical propagation environments of mobile radio systems are rich in scattering
structures and, therefore, also the number of scattered multipath components is large. If
the magnitudes of the multipath components are somewhat similar so that there is no
LOS or any scattered path dominant over the others, the envelope of the composite
multipath signal has been found to follow the Rayleigh distribution, originally introduced
by Rayleigh (1880) for the resultant of a large number of unit vectors of an arbitrary
phase. In the case of mobile radio channels, this observation was done already by Young
(1952) and in numerous other papers thereafter.
Besides Lord Rayleigh’s original postulation, a Rayleigh-distributed random variable
results from the square root of a sum of two uncorrelated jointly Gaussian zero-mean
random variables with equal variances, that is, from the envelope of a zero-mean
complex-valued circularly symmetric Gaussian random variable. The latter is widely
used to model the channel coefficient of a multipath signal based on the central limit
theorem and the US assumption. Strictly speaking, the classical central limit theorem
(Proakis 1995) requires that the path coefficients of the multipath components would
have to be independent and identically distributed (iid) in order to yield a multipath
channel coefficient that approaches a Gaussian variable as the number of multipath
components increases. However, variants of the theorem exist, including Lyapunov,
Lindeberg, and m-dependent central limit theorems that have less stringent requirements
for the component variables.
Much of the popularity of the zero-mean complex Gaussian model for a multipath
channel coefficient, which leads to Rayleigh fading, can be explained by its mathematical
tractability. With respect to Rice fading reviewed in the next section, Rayleigh fading also
gives a sort of upper limit for the severity of small-scale fading as no LOS component is
assumed.
Rice distribution
When an unobstructed LOS between a transmitter and receiver exists, the multipath
signal component that has traveled along the LOS path is normally much stronger than
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the scattered components. Alternatively, in a non-LOS (NLOS) situation, there may be
a scattered multipath component that is significantly stronger than the others. If the
scattered components, other than the dominant scattered component in the NLOS case,
can be modeled as a zero-mean complex circularly symmetric Gaussian variable as in
the case of Rayleigh fading, it results, based on the principle of superposition, that the
overall multipath signal is now composed of a constant-magnitude part due to the LOS
or dominant scattered path and a Gaussian part due to the other scattered paths. This
composition is analogous to a single sinusoidal wave interfered by additive Gaussian
noise. Therefore, the envelope of this signal fades according to a distribution that was
introduced by Rice (1948) and called either as Rice, Ricean, or Rician distribution after
the discoverer thereafter.
The ratio of the power of the constant component over the mean power of the
Gaussian component is called the Rice K-factor. The smaller the K-factor, the more
severe and closer to the Rayleigh-type the fading is. The probability density function
(pdf) of Rice distribution for different Rice K-factors is illustrated in Fig. 2. Measurement
based values for the Rice K-factor in different type of propagation environments are
given, for example, by Bultitude & Bedal (1989) and Glazunov et al. (1999).
Nakagami distribution
Another distribution for the envelope of a fading signal was proposed by Nakagami
(1960), who named it originally as the m-distribution. Thereafter, it became also known
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as the Nakagami-m distribution or simply as the Nakagami distribution. The parameter
m, called the shape factor, can take all real values m ≥ 1/2. For integer values of
m, the Nakagami distribution can be interpreted as a generalization of the Rayleigh
distribution, m being the number of iid Rayleigh-distributed variables, the sum of
which is distributed according to a Nakagami m-distribution. For m < 1, the tails of
the distribution, especially the one for the small values of a variable, are larger than
with the Rayleigh distribution, and gradually increase as m decreases, until at m = 1/2
the distribution is the one-sided Gaussian distribution. Therefore, distributions with
m < 1 can potentially describe fading phenomenons that are more severe than Rayleigh
fading. When m > 1, the distribution is more peaked than the Rayleigh distribution and,
therefore, can model fading that is less severe than Rayleigh fading.
The Nakagami distribution was originally derived to fit empirical short-term fluctuations of short wave ionospheric radio links better than the Rice distribution, but
thereafter has been reported to be better suited for the small-scale fading also in mobile
radio channels (Suzuki 1977, Aulin 1981). The Nakagami distribution has also gained
popularity in system performance analysis due to its better mathematical tractability in
comparison with the Rice distribution. However, there is no widely accepted theory for a
physical phenomenon in radio channels that would be behind the Nakagami distribution
of fading. Moreover, it is criticized that in papers where empirical distributions are
claimed to be closer to the Nakagami than Rice distribution, the criterions for the
goodness-of-fit emphasize the fit on the envelope values around the mean with large
probabilities rather than on the much less probable small values that are the most
fundamental for a system performance (Stein 1987). A justification for the criticism can
be found in the paper by Aulin (1981), where the Nakagami distribution is found to
give the best fit to the empirical data based on the goodness-of-fit test, although the
illustrations show that the Rice distribution yields the best match at low signal envelopes.
Other distributions
Other distributions that have been proposed for the envelope distribution of a small-scale
fading signal, but which are less frequently referred to, include the Weibull distribution
(Weibull 1951), which is more often used in the field of reliability and life data analysis,
but also in conjunction with fading (Shepherd 1977), and the Hoyt distribution (Hoyt
1947), also known as the Nakagami-q distribution, which is typically observed on
scintillating ionospheric radio links (Nakagami 1960).
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Abdi et al. (2000b) presented a generic pdf in the form of a definite integral, with an
infinite expansion for the sum of vectors with uniformly distributed angles and arbitrary
dependent lengths in order to model the envelope distribution of multipath fading, among
other applications. A spherically invariant random process, which can be represented by
a Gaussian process multiplied by an independent positive random variable, has also
been proposed for the modeling of multipath fading with great flexibility (Abdi et al.
2000a). Generalized distributions that include a number of aforementioned distributions
as special cases have also been derived (Yacoub et al. 2005, Yacoub 2007).
Although the log-normal distribution is generally considered to describe large-scale
fading statistics, it has also been proposed for the modeling of small-scale fluctuations
based on experimental results (Turin et al. 1972). The proposed distributions also
include those aiming at describing the effects of both the large- and small-scale fading
(Suzuki 1977, Coulson et al. 1998a,b) and the effects of multiple sequential scattering
along propagation paths (Andersen & Kovacs 2002, Salo et al. 2006).

2.1.2

Delay dispersion and frequency selectivity

In the seminal paper on mobile radio channels by Young & Lacy (1950), the dispersion
of a received multipath signal in delay was the main interest because of the resulting ISI
of wideband signals. In the paper, results of a statistical analysis on the probability
of occurrence of paths of two classes of strengths within different delay ranges was
presented. These very same measurement based results were one of the few that
were publicly available for a reference when a rudimentary prediction model for the
probability of occurrence of a path in a given range of delays and strengths was derived
by Schmid (1970) two decades later. Turin et al. (1972) proposed a more refined
statistical multipath channel model that was drawn on a model for multipath propagation
in ionospheric radio links and revised based on recent propagation experiments in urban
environments. The proposed model presents the channel as a linear filter, commonly
referred to as a tapped delay line. The filter taps were modeled to have delays with a
modified Poisson distribution, correlated large-scale and independent small-scale fading
magnitudes with a log-normal distribution, and phases with a uniform distribution over
[0, 2π). This model has served as a reference in innumerable papers considering further
refinements or modifications to the tapped delay-line based models of a mobile radio
channel, including those by Suzuki (1977), Hashemi (1979), and Turkmani et al. (1991)
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for outdoor environments and by Saleh & Valenzuela (1987), Rappaport et al. (1991),
and Ganesh & Pahlavan (1991) for indoor environments.
The taps of the delay line represent so-called resolvable paths, each of which is
composed of unresolvable multipath components that arrive within a resolvable delay
interval. It is widely accepted that the taps experience practically uncorrelated smallscale fading, which is supported by the US assumption and experimental measurements
(Turkmani et al. 1991). An exception to this rule may be, however, the last taps of LOS
indoor environments, between which Kivinen et al. (2001) have found more noteworthy
correlation values. These findings were explained by the fact that the US assumption may
not be valid for the last taps, since they are composed mainly of multipath components
that have gone through multiple backward-and-forward reflections between the ends
of a corridor or hall. The envelope of the small-scale fading of the taps is most often
modeled as Rayleigh distributed. The phases of complex tap gains are modeled, without
an exception, as uncorrelated and uniformly distributed over [0, 2π). If large-scale
fading is modeled, it is usually assumed that it is log-normally distributed and correlated
between the taps. The average powers of the taps are determined based on a power delay
profile, reviewed in the following.
A power delay profile, also referred to as a delay power spectrum, represents the
distribution of average received power in delay. The delay power spectrum is dictated by
the scattering environment and, consequently, its exact shape varies from site to site.
However, when averaged over several sites of the same type of propagation environment,
the delay power spectrum can be approximated as a decaying exponential function
σd−1 e−τ/σd , where τ is the delay and σd is the root-mean-square (rms) delay spread
that is equivalent to the standard deviation of the delay and determines the slope of the
decay (Gans 1972). Noting that the propagation delay is directly proportional to the
covered distance, the above approximation is consistent with the exponential increase of
an average path loss with distance, which is common to all prediction models for the
median transmission loss (Bertoni 1988). That is, a multipath component’s average
power decreases exponentially with its traveled distance that is directly proportional to
its travel time. Hansen (2003) has also presented analytical calculations yielding to an
exponentially decaying delay power spectrum in a single room environment. It follows
from the exponentially decaying delay power spectrum that the spectral correlation
function, which can be obtained as the Fourier transform of the delay power spectrum, is
the well-known Fourier transform pair of the exponential function, (1 + j2π∆ f σd )−1 ,
where ∆ f is the difference in the frequency.
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While the delay power spectrum with a single exponentially decaying function is an
appropriate model for homogeneous propagation environments, reflections from distant
hillsides or large buildings in addition to local scatters may result in a spectrum with
more than one distinct clusters of arrivals. This tendency of clustering, observed for the
initial arrivals in an urban environment already by Turin et al. (1972), was taken into
account in the reference models of the final report of COST 207 action. This report
proposes delay power spectra that have, in addition to the first exponentially decaying
function, another attenuated and delayed function for so-called bad urban and hilly
environments, while a spectrum with a single function was proposed for typical, nonhilly
urban and rural environments (Failli 1989). Experimental measurements confirm that the
majority of the urban propagation environments can be classified as having one or two
delay clusters (Pedersen et al. 2000b, Toeltsch et al. 2002). For indoor propagation, the
clustering of arrivals was introduced in the often referred to statistical model by Saleh &
Valenzuela (1987). They observed that in addition to the always present first arriving
cluster of waves propagated mostly over open spaces and through a few walls, one-half
of the measured rooms showed evidence of one additional cluster due to reflections
from, for example, metalized walls and doors.

2.1.3

Doppler dispersion and time selectivity

Ossanna (1964) was the first to propose a statistical model for the frequency power
spectrum of multipath fading, later known as the Doppler power spectrum. In the derived
two-dimensional (2-D) geometrical propagation model, there are only two interfering
paths between the mobile unit and the base station. One is a direct LOS path and the
other is a path reflected from a side of a house, the orientation of which with respect to
the mobile is random. The obtained theoretical Doppler power spectra were found to be
in fairly good agreement with those measured on suburban streets. Soon thereafter,
Gilbert (1965) considered more generic multipath propagation models that can have a
larger number of paths and, therefore, are more applicable to urban environments with
rich scattering. A feature common to Gilbert’s models is the isotropic distribution of
scatterers around the mobile, spaced either evenly or randomly. Gilbert’s approach was
to first derive the spatial correlation from which he then derived the temporal correlation
and, subsequently, the Doppler power spectrum. The isotropic scatterer distribution
around a mobile was supported by the test reports of Stidham (1966), who had found
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that the pointing direction of a highly directional mobile antenna has only a small effect
on the signal level in NLOS situations.
Drawing on Gilbert’s work, Clarke (1968) considered a scattering model in which
the scatterers were assumed to be uniformly distributed around the mobile. It was further
assumed that the scattered waves are planar, of equal magnitude, and have uniformly
distributed random phases. Based on the model, the temporal correlation function and
the corresponding Doppler power spectrum, which are a Fourier transform pair, were
p
derived, respectively, as J0 (2πνD ∆t) and [πνD 1 − (ν/νD )2 ]−1 , |ν| ≤ νD , where J0 (·)
is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, ∆t is the difference in observation
time, and ν is the Doppler frequency and νD its maximum. The Doppler frequency
is given by ν = (v · d)/λc , where v is the velocity vector of the mobile, d is the unit
direction vector of a scattered path, and λc is the carrier wavelength. It follows that the
maximum Doppler frequency is νD = v/λc , where v is the mobile speed. The above
spectrum is the most commonly applied Doppler power spectrum and often referred to
as the classical Jakes’ spectrum after Jakes (1974), who introduced a laboratory device
for the simulation of Rayleigh fading with this particular spectrum.
In most propagation environments, the arrival directions of multipath components
are concentrated on small elevation angles close to the horizontal plane (Lee & Brandt
1973, Kalliola et al. 2002). Consequently, the horizontal direction dispersion is
typically dominant over the vertical one, which supports the two-dimensionality of
the Clarke’s scattering model discussed above. However, more general and accurate
three-dimensional (3-D) scattering models, which include both the azimuth and elevation
of arrival, have also been considered in conjunction with Doppler dispersion (Aulin
1979, Parsons & Turkmani 1991, Vatalaro & Forcella 1997, Clarke & Khoo 1997, Qu &
Yeap 1999, Narasimhan & Cox 1999). In the special case of an isotropic distribution
of scatterers in three dimensions, the temporal correlation function is obtained as
sinc(2νD ∆t), where sinc(·) is the sine cardinal function. The corresponding Doppler
power spectrum is simply (2νD )−1 , |ν| ≤ νD , which is often referred to as the flat
spectrum due to its uniformity (Clarke & Khoo 1997, Qu & Yeap 1999). The channel
measurements by Zhao et al. (2003) demonstrate that the flat Doppler spectrum can be
found especially in NLOS indoor environments, where strong scattering takes place
from the ceiling and the floor besides the walls. Moreover, some resolvable paths
were reported to have flat spectra also in NLOS outdoor environments where the base
station antenna stands above the nearby rooftops. In the latter case, the vertical direction
dispersion is increased by the waves propagating down at streets by diffraction from the
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roof edges in the direction of the base station and by reflection from the high walls
across the streets (Kuchar et al. 2000, Laurila et al. 2002, Kalliola et al. 2003).
The isotropic distribution of scatterers around a mobile serves well as both a
mathematically tractable theoretical model and an empirical average over a random route
and orientation of a mobile in varied environments. However, instantaneous scatterer
distributions and the resulting Doppler power spectra along the route of a mobile are
composed of clusters that vary with different scattering objects dominating at different
locations, which was demonstrated already by the measurements of Cox (1971, 1972).
In urban environments, the direction of arrival of multipath components with large
excess delays have been found to be concentrated in the direction of street canyons
that act as waveguides (Fuhl et al. 1997, Kuchar et al. 2000, Laurila et al. 2002). For
these instances, rectangular (Kuchar et al. 2000) and parabolic (Chen & Dubey 2005)
scatterer distributions have been proposed. Also the von Mises distribution, which
may be thought of as the circular version of the Gaussian one, has been proposed as a
mathematically convenient approximation for nonisotropic scatterer distributions at
a mobile site (Abdi et al. 2002). Regardless of the actual shape of a Doppler power
spectrum, a practical measure of the time selectivity of fading, the so-called channel
coherence time is, however, dictated solely by the inverse of the Doppler spread, which
is the range of values of ν over which the spectrum is essentially nonzero (Proakis
1995).

2.1.4

Direction dispersion and space selectivity

The dispersion in the direction of departure or arrival of multipath components with
respect to transmitting and receiving antenna elements determines the space selectivity
of a small-scale fading channel. In general, the direction dispersions diverge greatly at
the different ends of a radio link in the case of a base station and a mobile unit due to
their dissimilar operation surroundings.
Models characterizing the direction dispersion at a mobile unit were already
considered in conjunction with the Doppler dispersion in the previous section, as the
latter is fundamentally dependent on the former. Especially in the case of an isotropic
distribution of scatterers around a mobile, which is a popular assumption discussed
above, the temporal correlation and the spatial correlation at the mobile end can be
related via a time-distance transformation (Gilbert 1965, Clarke 1968, Gans 1972,
Parsons & Turkmani 1991). According to the transformation, a spatial difference ∆p is
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interpreted as a distance covered by a mobile whose speed is v during a time difference
∆t, that is, ∆p = v∆t. Then it follows that the substitution of ∆t = ∆p/v into the temporal
correlation functions given for the isotropic 2- and 3-D scattering in the section above
leads to the respective spatial correlation functions J0 (2π∆p/λc ) and sinc(2∆p/λc ) for
the mobile end. Since the direction dispersion is typically large at a mobile, it results in
spatial correlation that decreases rapidly with the spacing ∆p/λc . Consequently, most of
the spatial diversity advantage can be obtained at a mobile with an antenna spacing as
small as a quarter of a wavelength, as was found already by Rustako (1967).
At the elevated base station antennas in outdoor environments, the direction dispersion of multipath components is typically much smaller than that at a mobile, around
which most of the scatterers are concentrated. Consequently, the spatial correlation is
significantly higher at the base station than at a mobile. The pioneering measurements
by Lee (1971) suggested that the horizontal spacing between two vertically polarized
base station antennas locating well above nearby objects needs to be tens of wavelengths
in order to make sure that the correlation levels are small enough to achieve most of
the diversity advantage. Furthermore, the correlation in the endfire case, in which the
mobile is in line with the base station antennas, was found to be much higher than in the
broadside case in which the direction of a mobile is perpendicular to a line joining the
antennas. The first theoretical derivation of the spatial correlation at the base station was
presented by Gans (1972). In his rudimentary model, a mobile unit that was surrounded
by a ring of scatterers was considered fixed while the base station was moving. The
correlation at the base station was then related to that at the mobile.
Lee (1973) presented further experimental results and compared those with theoretical ones that were derived by assuming an azimuthal direction power spectrum
in the form of a cosine function raised to a power of n, where n controls the spread
of the spectrum. As Lee pointed out, his results provide a sort of upper bound on
the spatial correlation and, therefore, are most applicable to rural environments with
high-rise antennas. For more urban environments also with local scattering around the
base station, Rhee & Zysman (1974) showed that an antenna separation of less than
ten wavelengths in the horizontal plane is enough for obtaining sufficient diversity in
the case of vertical polarization. Furthermore, they found that in obtaining a smaller
correlation, horizontal antenna spacing is preferable to the vertical one, and vertical
polarization to the horizontal one.
The next milestone paper on the spatial correlation at two base station antennas
that are separated both horizontally and vertically was the one by Adachi et al. (1986).
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Besides experimental results emphasizing the applicability of vertically spaced antennas,
they presented an illustrative theoretical analysis that was further developed from the
analysis presented by Lee (1973). To compute numerical results, the direction power
spectra in both the azimuthal and elevation plane were assumed to be Gaussian. Turkmani
& Parsons (1991) reported on another theoretical study of the spatial correlation at a base
station based on a 3-D scattering model developed in an accompanying paper by Parsons
& Turkmani (1991). In this model, the scatterers lie on a cylinder surrounding a mobile
and their distribution is isotropic in azimuth and of the form of a cosine function in
elevation. It was concluded that although the vertical separation of base station antennas
has the advantage of producing a response which is independent of the direction of the
mobile, the horizontal separation yields similar correlations with much smaller spacings.
In addition to the above mentioned models for the direction dispersion at a base station,
also the uniform distribution of azimuth over a given range of angles has been assumed
for mathematical convenience (Salz & Winters 1994).
More recent channel measurements indicate that the Laplacian distribution, which is
also known as the double exponential distribution, models the azimuth power spectrum
at a base station better than the earlier proposed distributions in both rural and urban
environments (Pedersen et al. 1997, 1998, 2000b). A generalized double exponential
distribution, with different slopes on the opposite sides of the peak, has been found to
give the best fit also for the elevation power spectrum in most propagation environments
(Kalliola et al. 2002). A thorough theoretical treatment of direction dispersion and
space selectivity in radio channels was given by Fleury (2000), who also extended
Bello’s seminal channel characterization to include spatial properties. Teal et al. (2002)
presented closed-form solutions for the spatial correlation with the direction power
spectrum following a variety of distributions, including many of the above mentioned
ones. Closed-form expressions have also been derived for the correlation between the
elements of uniform linear, circular, and rectangular arrays, and the elements of arrayed
electromagnetic vector sensors in a 3-D channel with uniform azimuth and elevation
power spectra (Yong & Thompson 2005).
The clustering of multipath components is apparent also in the direction or arrival,
which was demonstrated first for indoor channels by Lo & Litva (1992). Thereafter,
the azimuth power spectrum within clusters in indoor channels has been found to
be approximately Laplacian distributed, and the mean azimuth of the clusters either
uniformly (Spencer et al. 2000) or Gaussian distributed (Chong et al. 2003). In outdoor
channels, the azimuth power spectra within the multiple clusters appearing in so-called
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bad urban environments were also found to follow the Laplacian distribution (Pedersen
et al. 2000b). The directional clustering in both the azimuthal and elevation planes in an
urban outdoor environment was illustrated by Toeltsch et al. (2002). A few significant
directional clusters at both the base station and mobile, in addition to diffused and
smaller components distributed all around the mobile, were reported by Pajusco (2003).
Polarization dispersion and selectivity
Spatial dispersion of a received signal occurs not only in the direction of arrival but
also in the direction of polarization. Dispersion in polarization is mainly due to the
varying amounts of cross-polarization coupling induced by different scatterers and
reflectors along the route of multipath components. Moreover, the random orientation of
a handheld mobile unit gives rise to the polarization mismatch between the base station
and mobile. Polarization dispersion in mobile radio channels was reported already by
Lee & Yeh (1972) in their proposition of a two-branch polarization diversity system
with one vertically and one horizontally polarized antenna at both the base station and
mobile. They found that the cross-polarization power ratio (XPR) of a 900 MHz signal
varied from 4 to 9 dB at few different streets in a suburban environment, regardless of
the original polarization.
Kozono et al. (1984) presented an analysis of a ±45◦ polarization diversity reception
at a base station while having vertical polarization at a mobile. For comparison, results
of measurements carried out in an urban environment at 900 MHz were also presented.
They concluded that the power correlation of small-scale fading at the elements of a
±45◦ polarization diversity antenna was lower than 0.6 and that the power level decrease
in comparison with vertical polarization was lower than 2.5 dB, provided that the angular
offset between the main beam direction of the antenna and the direction of the mobile
were less than 45◦ . Cox et al. (1986) found that at 816 MHz the XPR is 3.5 dB in a
suburban environment, 2.5 dB in indoor-to-outdoor transmission, and even greater in
indoor environments. Furthermore, they concluded that the measurements did not show
evidence of consistent nonuniformity in the azimuthal distribution of cross-polarized
signal components except for a few residential locations.
Vaughan (1990) presented measurements of 463 MHz signals that were received
from two co-located base station antennas, one with vertical and the other with horizontal
polarization, after transmitting from a mobile with vertical polarization. The results
showed that the envelopes of the orthogonally polarized signals are uncorrelated and
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Rayleigh-like and the XPR is 7 and 12 dB in urban and suburban areas, respectively.
Eggers et al. (1993) concluded, based on their research of compound space and
polarization diversity systems, that the joint space-polarization correlation is a product
of the marginal correlations in space and polarization. This suggests that the direction of
polarization is independent of the direction of arrival.
Kalliola et al. (2002) found that the XPR was 11 dB in urban microcells, regardless of
the base station antenna height. The same was found to be true also in outdoor-to-indoor
transmission, whereas in indoor picocells and urban and highway macrocells the XPR
was 7 dB. Somewhat consistently, Toeltsch et al. (2002) obtained an XPR of 8 dB in an
urban environment. They also noticed that clusters with long delays and reflections from
high elevations generally have higher XPRs. The dependence of XPR on distance and
the delay profile was modeled by Shafi et al. (2006).

2.1.5

Joint dispersion and selectivity

Most of the early papers on dispersive multipath channels consider either only one of the
dispersions in delay, Doppler, and direction, or respectively, one of the selectivities in
frequency, time, and space, or treat them separately. The separability of delay, Doppler,
and direction dispersions, however, does not hold true in general, but requires special
conditions to be fulfilled. In the following, literature considering the various joint
dispersions and selectivities, the conditions enabling their separation into independent
marginal factors, and the effect of that separation on channel characteristics is reviewed.
One of the early papers on joint dispersions in mobile radio channels is the one
by Cox (1972) on delay-Doppler characteristics in a suburban environment. The
reported measurement results on the joint delay-Doppler dispersion are, however, merely
snapshots of the Doppler power spectrum at different delays which indicate that the
involved scatterer clusters are changing with delay. Braun & Dersch (1991) presented
3-D snapshots of typical measured delay-Doppler power spectra in urban, suburban, and
rural environments.
Liberti & Rappaport (1996) derived a joint distribution for the azimuth and delay of
arrival based on a geometric single-scattering propagation model where the transmitter
and receiver are in the focal points of concentric ellipses that bound regions of scatterers
giving rise to multipath components of consecutive delays. Nørklit & Andersen (1998)
considered a somewhat similar geometric model but took a 3-D ellipsoidal approach
in order to take into account the difference in the antenna heights of a base station
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and a mobile. Ertel & Reed (1999) derived the joint pdf of the azimuth and delay at
both the base station and mobile for both the elliptic and circular models, the latter of
which assumes a uniform distribution of scatterers within a given radius around the
mobile. The space-frequency correlation at high elevated base station antennas in an
urban environment was derived by Kalkan & Clarke (1997). However, their derivation
assumed that the angle and delay of arrivals are independent, which resulted in separable
spatial and spectral correlations. The independency of the angle and delay of arrivals
was also assumed by Spencer et al. (2000), who based their assumption on limited
measurement data in indoor channels. Chong et al. (2003) came to the same conclusions
for NLOS indoor channels, but in the case of LOS some dependency between the angle
and delay was found. The separability of the azimuth and delay power spectra was
proposed also by Pedersen et al. (2000b) based on measurements in typical urban
outdoor environments. They, however, found that the rms azimuth and delay spreads
were correlated. The clustering of multipath components jointly in angle and delay has
been observed in both indoor (Spencer et al. 2000, Chong et al. 2003) and outdoor
(Pedersen et al. 2000b, Toeltsch et al. 2002) channels.
The joint correlation in space and time in mobile radio systems was analyzed
already by Lee (1969), who applied it in conjunction with multiantenna predetection
diversity combining and a directional antenna array. Later on, he further applied it in the
derivation of the level crossing rate for the aforementioned diversity combining (Lee
1970). Motivated by the recent introduction of the space-time coded modulation, the
joint correlation in space and time received interest again at the turn of the millennium.
As a result, a space-time correlation function at a base station was derived by Chen et al.
(2000) based on the isotropic distribution of scatterers on a ring around a mobile. Their
results were generalized for nonisotropic scatterer distributions by Smith & Abhayapala
(2003).
MIMO channels
Spatial multiplexing techniques, which deploy multiple antennas at both the transmitter
and receiver in order to create parallel subchannels, have been introduced over the
past decade. The capacity enhancements enabled by these techniques have led to
great interest in so-called multiple input–multiple output (MIMO) radio channels. The
available capacity of MIMO channels is heavily affected by the spatial correlation of
those channels. Shiu et al. (2000) derived an approximative joint spatial correlation
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at both the transmitter and receiver based on the two common assumptions that there
is a ring of scatterers around a mobile and the angle spread seen at a base station is
small. They showed that the number of subchannels, their gains and, therefore, the
capacity of a MIMO system decreases as the spatial correlation increases. Reduction in
the number of subchannels may occur although the spatial correlations would be close
to zero. Channels with this phenomenon may be generalized as having scattering at
both ends and a spatially restricted reradiating source in between. Therefore, these
type of channels have been described as having either a "keyhole" (Chizhik et al. 2002)
or a "pinhole" (Gesbert et al. 2002). Multiple scattering has been observed also by
Steinbauer et al. (2001), who illustrated joint departure and arrival angles and delays of
multipath components detected in microcell environments.
In its simplest form, the joint spatial correlation has been derived as a product of the
spatial correlations between the transmit antennas and between the receive antennas
(Kermoal et al. 2002). This derivation was done under the condition that the correlation
at the receiver is independent of that at the transmitter, and vice versa. Under this
condition, the spatial correlation matrix for a MIMO channel can be expressed simply
as the Kronecker product of the spatial correlation matrices for the transmitter and
receiver ends. Hence, this MIMO channel model is known as the Kronecker model. The
suitability of the Kronecker MIMO channel model was investigated by McNamara et al.
(2002), who found it to give a good fit in NLOS channels but found it more mismatched
under LOS conditions. Özcelik et al. (2003) showed based on measurement in indoor
NLOS channels, that the Kronecker model creates artifact paths in the joint direction
power spectrum of departure and arrival. This leads to the systematic underestimation
of channel capacity which increases with correlation up to 27%. On the other hand,
Chizhik et al. (2003) concluded from measurements in Manhattan, New York that
the Kronecker model gives a median capacity error of only 3%, except in a tunnel
that is akin to a "keyhole". Furthermore, Yu et al. (2004) observed that the Kronecker
structure of the joint spatial correlation can be extended to each tap of a delay line
model for frequency-selective NLOS indoor channels. Shafi et al. (2006) presented a
MIMO channel model as a scaled sum of 2- and 3-D components, which include also
cross-polarized components. The joint spatial correlation was then expressed as a scaled
sum of the separate Kronecker models of the components.
A totally different approach to statistical MIMO channel modeling with joint
spatial characterization was taken by Sayeed (2002), who proposed a virtual channel
representation that corresponds to a fixed coordinate transformation via spatial basis
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functions. His work, together with the Kronecker model, inspired Weichselberger et al.
(2006) to propose a MIMO channel model in which the joint spatial correlation is
modeled by describing the average coupling between the eigenmodes of the two channel
ends. Recently, Czink et al. (2007) presented measurement results for the joint direction
of arrival and departure dispersion of multipath clusters in indoor MIMO channels.
A joint space-time correlation function for Rice fading MIMO channels was
presented by Abdi & Kaveh (2002) based on a ring of scatterers around a mobile. The
distribution of azimuth within the narrow spread seen at a base station was determined
by that seen at the mobile where it followed the von Mises distribution. Another joint
space-time correlation model for Rayleigh fading MIMO channels was presented by
Byers & Takawira (2004), who considered so-called two-ring model in which both the
transmitter and receiver are surrounded by rings of scatterers. However, they assumed
that the angle of arrival is independent of that of departure, which led to separable spatial
correlations for the two ends of the channel.
The channel characterization in this thesis considers the dispersions of the multipath
components in delay, Doppler, and direction. The resolvable paths are characterized
as a superposition of a deterministic and a Gaussian component, which results in a
Rice fading envelope. The deterministic component represents the LOS or a dominant
scattered multipath component, whereas the Gaussian component represents the sum of
the other unresolvable scattered components within that resolvable path. The Gaussian
components are then characterized based on the joint power spectrum of the channel in
delay, Doppler, and direction at both the transmitter and receiver. For the construction
of the presented fading simulator, however, the Doppler power spectrum is assumed
to be separable. In the absence of candidate functions for the remaining joint power
spectrum in delay and direction, no expressions for the corresponding joint spatiospectral
correlation is given. However, the joint spatiospectral correlation can be modeled in the
simulator if known, and if not, the product of the desired spectral and spatial correlations
can be used instead if the power spectrum of the channel can be assumed to be separable
in delay and direction. Similarly, spatial correlation at both the transmitter and receiver
can be modeled either jointly or separately depending on whether the joint direction
power spectrum is inseparable or separable, respectively.
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2.2

Simulation of small-scale fading

The need for cost-effective and repeatable experimental evaluations of radio techniques
has led to the development of simulators for multipath fading radio channels. Since the
first published research on the simulation of multipath fading (Bray et al. 1947), several
simulation methods have been proposed, among which the usage of acoustic, ultrasonic
pressure waves of radio frequencies in a liquid is the most physical one (Chapin &
Roberts 1966). Another method, which reproduces the channel characteristics very
accurately, is the playback of measured and recorded channel fluctuations. Goldberg et al.
(1965) introduced this method for the simulation of high frequency (HF) ionospheric
links. Thereafter, the method was also applied to very high frequency (VHF) land
mobile radio links (Bussgang et al. 1976). This method, however, does not provide the
variability and versatility of the synthetic fading simulation. In the following, literature
on the two main approaches to the synthetic generation of small-scale, Rayleigh or
Rice fading is reviewed. The first, more intuitive approach based on a geometric model
of a channel and simple ray tracing is considered in Section 2.2.1, and the second,
stochastic approach in Section 2.2.2. In this thesis, a simple geometric-based approach is
applied for the modeling of the deterministic part of the Rice fading channel coefficients,
whereas a stochastic approach is used to generate the Gaussian part of the coefficients.

2.2.1

Geometric modeling

The most straightforward approach to the simulation of small-scale fading is to imitate
the multipath propagation in a geometric model of a channel by using ray tracing. In
contrast to computationally very intensive ray tracing techniques used in site-specific
field strength prediction in wireless network planning (Toscano et al. 2003), ray tracing
and the underlying geometric channel models used in the simulation of fading are often
highly simplified for generality and low computational complexity.
Clarke’s geometric model with a ring of uniformly distributed scatterers around
a mobile was the basis for a simple geometric ray tracing based fading simulator
introduced briefly by Aranguren & Langseth (1973). The analog simulator consisted of a
series of nine low-frequency oscillators that were used to modulate a 30 MHz carrier. The
frequencies of the oscillators corresponded with the Doppler frequencies experienced
by the component waves arriving via nine scatterers. A more thorough description of
this approach to fading simulation and a realization of a simulator were presented by
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Jakes (1974), whose popularization of the simulation model was so successful that it
became known as the Jakes’ model. An implementation of the simulator by using a
microprocessor instead of analog components has also been described (Casas & Leung
1990).
Geometric ray tracing based simulation models such as the Jakes’ model can be
also categorized as sum-of-sinusoids (SOS) models, which can be used to simulate
pseudo-random narrowband Gaussian noise processes as shown already by Rice (1944,
1945). These sequences, although having a random appearance and stochastic features
such as a random initial state, are essentially deterministic and periodic in nature, which
may limit their usability for long simulation runs. Moreover, it is problematic to create
multiple uncorrelated fading sequences with the original Jakes’ simulator, a remedy for
which was proposed by Dent et al. (1993) who modified the simulator to use orthogonal
weighting functions for the oscillators. The complexity of this modification, however,
increases faster than linearly with the number of sequences.
The statistical properties of SOS models and the computation of a proper set of
parameters for the sinusoids were investigated by Pätzold et al. (1998). He has also
studied the usage of table-lookup techniques to improve the computational efficiency
of computer implementations of SOS models (Pätzold et al. 2000). Pop & Beaulieu
(2001) pointed out that a reduction in the number of sinusoids in order to limit the
complexity leads to the nonstationarity of the envelope autocorrelation of the generated
fading sequence. They also proposed an improvement to the Jakes’ simulator which
was claimed to restore the stationarity by introducing random phase shifts in the
low-frequency oscillators. However, Xiao et al. (2002) analyzed this improved Jakes’
simulator and showed that although the envelope autocorrelation of the generated
complex fading sequence asymptotically approaches the one obtained from Clarke’s
model, the autocorrelations and cross-correlations of the quadrature components, and
the autocorrelation of the squared envelope do not. Subsequently, further improved
models that achieve the desired second-order statistics and also enable the simulation of
multiple uncorrelated Rayleigh fading waveforms have been proposed (Zheng & Xiao
2002, 2003). An extension to the simulation of Rice fading has also been presented
(Xiao et al. 2006).
Variants of SOS based simulation models include the one presented by Fitting
(1967) for the simulation of wideband troposcatter channels. This versatile simulator
was able to produce multiple Rayleigh- and non-Rayleigh-type fading sequences with
controllable mutual correlation. Another geometrically based variant for the simulation
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of microcell channels was proposed by Liberti & Rappaport (1996) based on their elliptic
single-scattering model. In their approach, multipath components were generated with
random parameters from their analytically derived joint distribution for the azimuth and
delay of arrival. Xiao et al. (2004) used an SOS model to generate multiple temporally
correlated but mutually uncorrelated fading sequences in the simulation of MIMO
channels, while a linear matrix transformation was used to generate spatial correlation
between the sequences.

2.2.2

Stochastic modeling

Instead of obtaining simulated fading as a deterministic outcome of the summation of
modeled multipath components in a particular geometric model, fading sequences can
be generated directly by stochastic methods to meet desired, predefined characteristics. These characteristics can be drawn for a limited number of broadly designated
environments based on measurements.
Time correlation shaping filtering
The most common stochastic approach to generate temporally correlated Rayleigh
fading is to pass complex white Gaussian noise through a lowpass filter whose frequency
response approximates the square root of the desired frequency power spectrum. In
the simulation of small-scale fading in mobile radio channels, the desired spectrum
is the Doppler spectrum. The first papers on this time correlation shaping filtering
approach are by Krulee (1963) and Freudberg (1965). Schilling et al. (1967) reviewed
briefly an analog implementation of this approach, and Arredondo et al. (1973) gave a
more detailed design. An improved analog simulator using an acoustic wave delay
line for the simulation of frequency-selective channels was presented by Caples et al.
(1980). Another simulator implementing the filtering on a digital signal processor was
described by Arnold & Bodtmann (1983). Verdin & Tozer (1993) presented a design of
the shaping filter in which the filter was approximated by a windowed Bessel function
and implemented by using multirate, finite impulse response (FIR) filtering in order
to limit computational complexity. Kim et al. (1999) derived the FIR shaping filter
coefficients from the IDFT of the classical Jakes’ Doppler power spectrum. Stephenne
& Champagne (2000) further reduced the computational requirements by using a lower
order infinite response filter (IIR), the coefficients of which for the classical spectrum
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were determined via a transfer function error minimization method. He also employed
two-part interpolation in which classical low pass interpolation filtering is followed by
computationally less intensive cubic interpolation. The correlation shaping filtering
approach has also been used in commercial real-time hardware channel simulators (Kolu
& Jämsä 2002). Time-correlation shaping IIR filtering was applied to the Gaussian part
of the channel coefficients also in this thesis. In addition to providing the simulation
with the classical Jakes’ Doppler power spectrum, filter coefficients for the flat spectrum
were also derived. Moreover, the two-part interpolation introduced by Stephenne &
Champagne (2000) was further improved to reduce the computational complexity and to
enable the simulation of faster fading.
A computationally efficient method to correlation shaping filtering is to carry out
the filtering in the frequency domain by multiplying Gaussian noise with the square
root of the desired Doppler power spectrum, and then to transform the product into
the time domain by the IDFT. An algorithm for this method was proposed by Smith
(1975) as a FORTRAN computer code, and the method has been used, for example, by
Klingenbrunn & Mogensen (1999), and analyzed by Young & Beaulieu (2000). This
method is accurate for long fading sequences, but the its drawbacks are that the whole
sequence has to be generated by a single IDFT operation and the computational load per
sample increases with the length of the sequence. A variant of the correlation shaping
filtering approach for computationally more efficient simulation of channels with a large
number of densely spaced delay components or even a continuous delay power profile
was proposed by Fechtel (1993). Crespo & Jiménez (1995) proposed another variant
that uses a harmonic decomposition technique instead of filtering, which was claimed to,
among other advantages, reduce computational complexity. However, neither of the
above two variants has gained popularity. An autoregressive model, which is essentially
an all-pole IIR filter, has also been applied to the generation of temporally correlated
Rayleigh fading (Baddour & Beaulieu 2005).
Modeling of generic correlated variables
While the above mentioned stochastic simulation models were used for the generation
of temporally correlated Rayleigh fading sequences, a linear memoryless matrix
transformation can be used to obtain a generic set of correlated random variables
(Morgan 1984). In this approach, a vector of uncorrelated variables is multiplied by the
factorization of a desired covariance matrix to obtain a vector of variables with the
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corresponding correlation statistics. This approach has been used for generating spatially
correlated channel samples after factorizing the covariance matrix by the eigenvalue
decomposition (Salz & Winters 1994, Kim et al. 1999, Stephenne & Champagne 2000),
the matrix square root (Pedersen et al. 2000a), or the Cholesky decomposition (Kermoal
et al. 2002). The Cholesky decomposition has also been used to generate spectral
(Klingenbrunn & Mogensen 1999) and arbitrary (Beaulieu & Merani 2000) correlations
between Rayleigh fading sequences. An advantage of the Cholesky decomposition
is the triangular structure of its outcome which provides computational savings in
comparison with, for example, the other above mentioned factorizations. In this thesis,
the matrix transformation approach is used for generating spatiospectral correlations
between the Gaussian parts of the channel coefficients. Furthermore, an incomplete
Cholesky decomposition is used instead of the complete one in order to further reduce
the computational load and to improve the numerical stability of the decomposition.
A computationally simpler but physically untenable approach is to derive mutually
correlated fading sequences from a single temporally correlated sequence by means of
suitable mutual delays (Verschoor et al. 1988). Howard & Pahlavan (1992) generated
spectrally correlated frequency-domain channel responses by using an autoregressive
model, for which Hassan-Ali & Pahlavan (1997) determined poles corresponding to
an indoor channel by using ray tracing software. Also correlation shaping filtering
has been used for generating spectrally correlated frequency-domain samples of the
channel transfer function (Witrisal et al. 1998). Baddour & Beaulieu (2004) proposed an
interesting autoregressive model for the generation of multiple cross-correlated Rayleigh
fading sequences that are jointly correlated in time and between sequences.
Other modeling approaches
Other stochastic approaches to the simulation of correlated fading include the one by
Hashemi (1979), who considered the addition of phase variations into the channel
impulse response model proposed by Turin et al. (1972). The purpose of this addition
was to account also for the temporal and spatial correlation of fading, which were
missing from the original model. While assuming the envelope to be quasi-static with
time and distance, he modeled the phase increments by a Gaussian distributed random
variable whose variance determined the temporal and spatial correlation. Further models
for the phase variation in indoor channels were studied by Nikookar & Hashemi (2000).
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Another model in which the envelope and phase are modeled separately is the spatial
channel model proposed first with Nakagami-type small-scale fading (Zwick et al.
2000) and later as a more refined model with Rayleigh fading (Zwick et al. 2002). This
model is a mixture of geometric and stochastic approaches and brings together different
channel characterizations whose relations are not so obvious. A mixture of the two
modeling approaches was also presented by Xu et al. (2004), who used the geometric
wave superposition approach to model Rayleigh fading with joint space-time correlation
at a mobile and the stochastic approach to model correlated fading at a base station.
Markov models have also been proposed for the modeling of Rayleigh fading
sequences (Swarts & Ferreira 1993, Wang & Moayeri 1995).
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3

Spread-spectrum communications

In the early years of radio communications, when spark gap transmitters were used to
generate sequences of rapidly damping waves, transmissions had fairly wide spread
spectra. This, however, was not intentional but merely a limitation of the technology
being used. As the usable frequency spectrum got crowded and interference worsened,
the evolved continuous wave narrowband transmission superseded the old spectrally
wasteful technology with the help of legislation. The actual spread-spectrum communications, which transmit signals with a random appearance and a bandwidth much
wider than that of the data being communicated, emerged during and after World War
II for the needs of robust military communications. The development of the early
systems and their origins and numerous other events from the history of spread-spectrum
communications are covered by the reviews of Scholtz (1982, 1983) and Price (1983). In
military communications, the signal characteristics of spread-spectrum systems provide
resistance to jamming and a low probability of intercept, which are key attributes for
systems operating in hostile environments. For civil and commercial applications that
have followed much later, spread-spectrum communications provide spectral efficiency,
flexible multi-access capability, resistance to intra- and intersystem interference, and
high time resolution for multipath exploitation and accurate positioning.
Spread-spectrum communications can be realized by different approaches. From
the perspective of the narrowband carrier wave technology, the most straightforward
approach is to spread the data over multiple narrowband carriers that are transmitted
either successively in a certain order or simultaneously. Both of these variants were
invented already by Tesla (1903a,b), one of the main contributors to the development of
radio with his work on tuned radio frequency circuits. Thereafter, the former of the
above variants has become known as frequency-hopping spread-spectrum (FH-SS)
which has found use especially in military communications but also in commercial
systems such as GSM cellular and Bluetooth personal area networks. The latter variant
is called multicarrier spread-spectrum (MC-SS) which has obtained increasing academic
and commercial interest over the past 15 years. The second approach to spectrum
spreading from the carrier wave perspective is to modulate the carrier with, in addition
to the data, a pseudorandom sequence with a rate that is much higher than that of the
data. This approach is known as direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS) which
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Fig. 3. Time and frequency allocation of different spread-spectrum approaches.

can be traced back to an invention by Kotowski & Dannehl (1940). They patented a
device for masking voice signals with a pseudonoise signal produced by a rotating
generator, a synchronous duplicate of which was used for unmasking the voice at a
receiver. Although their invention did not encompass significant spectrum spreading but
only data encryption, they are credited as the inventors of DS-SS by many. A tutorial on
DS-SS, and also on FH-SS, was given by Pickholtz et al. (1982). A third approach
to spread-spectrum communications is carrierless transmission of sequences of short
impulses whose frequency spectrum extends over very wide bandwidth. This approach
is reminiscent of the early radio communications with spark gap transmitters and also of
the pulsed radio approaches for data modulation and multiplexing. While the above
applications of impulse radio did not emphasize the spread-spectrum characteristics, the
more recent ones do so and are therefore referred to as time-hopping spread-spectrum
(TH-SS). Owing to its spread-spectrum nature and very wide bandwidth, impulse radio
was one of the first approaches to be proposed for the arising ultra-wideband (UWB)
communications. The allocation of the aforementioned spread-spectrum signaling
approaches in frequency spectrum and time is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Two spread-spectrum related schemes, which are well proven for wireless communication over frequency-selective fading channels, are code-division multiple-access
(CDMA) multiplexing and multicarrier transmission, literature on which is briefly
reviewed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. Their combination, multicarrier CDMA
has gained interest over the past 15 years, and the main scientific contributions to the
literature on it are reviewed in Section 3.3. The literature on the methods for carrying
out multirate transmission in systems employing code-division multiplexing (CDM) is
reviewed in Section 3.4. Finally, literature on the evolving UWB communications based
on either impulse radio or multicarrier transmission is reviewed in Section 3.5.
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3.1

CDMA multiplexing

CDMA (code-division multiple-access) and CDM (code-division multiplexing) are,
respectively, multiple-access and multiplexing techniques in which multiple simultaneous
transmissions occupy the same frequency band at the same time. While the term multipleaccess most commonly refers to the multiplexing of transmissions from or to different
sources, the more generic term multiplexing often refers to the case of a single source
and destination. As the term code-division implies, the transmissions in CDMA are
divided from each other by separable code sequences, in contrast to more conventional
frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA) and time-division multiple-access (TDMA)
methods where the transmissions are divided into disjoint frequency bands and time
slots, respectively. This CDMA approach is sometimes called as direct-sequence (DS)
CDMA to distinguish it from the somewhat misleadingly termed frequency-hopping
(FH) CDMA and time-hopping (TH) CDMA, which are effectively FH-FDMA and
TH-TDMA schemes, respectively.
CDMA stems from the DS-SS technique in which each data symbol to be transmitted
is multiplied by a spreading code sequence before the modulation of the carrier wave.
An early DS-SS system was the Rake system (Price & Green 1958), which gave
its name to the type of receiver used that coherently combines the multipath signal
components of resolvable delays. Although the system was introduced mainly for
reliable communication over multipath channels, the authors already saw a promise that
"the Rake technique can be extended to the multiplexing of a considerable number of
independent, wide-band transmissions into the same frequency band." A few years
thereafter, CDMA was considered as a candidate to a multiple-access scheme in which a
number of earth stations communicate via a single satellite repeater (Schwartz et al.
1966). The first widespread employment of CDMA in satellite systems, however, was
not in communications but in the multiplexing of navigation signals broadcasted from
different satellites in the Global Positioning System (GPS). The first experimental
satellite of GPS was launched already in 1978. Thereafter, CDMA has also been used in
Globalstar, a commercial satellite mobile communication system that started operation
in 2000.
In terrestrial cellular communications, CDMA was applied for the first time in
Interim Standard 95 (IS-95) that is the air interface for a second generation, Qualcomm
pioneered mobile radio system now known as cdmaOne. This system, commercially
launched in Hong Kong and South Korea in late 1995 and early 1996, is now being
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supplanted by a backward compatible third generation CDMA2000. A competing
third generation air interface is called Wideband CDMA (W-CDMA), where the prefix
wideband is justified by having a bandwidth of 5 MHz in comparison with the 1.25
MHz of IS-95. W-CDMA was originally developed by NTT DoCoMo for a Japanese,
Freedom of Mobile Multimedia Access (FOMA) service which is the world’s first third
generation system launched in 2001. It was also adopted into UMTS, the third generation
successor of GSM. Analysis of CDMA in cellular communications is presented, for
example, by Pickholtz et al. (1991).
The spreading codes in CDMA systems are conventionally binary sequences, the bits
of which, called chips, are usually converted to the alphabet {1,-1} by mapping 0 → 1
and 1 → −1. Polyphase complex sequences, especially complex quaternary sequences
in conjunction with quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) have also been considered
(Xie & Rahardja 2005). The sets of spreading code sequences can be categorized as
being either orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal, depending on whether the sequences within
a set are fully or almost orthogonal to each other when being phase aligned. Orthogonal
sequences are ideal for synchronous CDMA schemes such as downlink transmission
over a frequency-nonselective channel in which the multiplexed transmissions can
be and remain synchronized in time to within a fraction of a chip. For asynchronous
CDMA schemes in which the relative phases of the multiplexed sequences are arbitrary,
and for transmissions over frequency-selective multipath channels in which the relative
delays of the multipath components approach or exceed a chip interval, an ideal set
of sequences would have zero periodic crosscorrelation functions and impulse-like
periodic autocorrelation functions. Although such an ideal set seems to be impossible to
construct (Welch 1974), quasi-orthogonal sequences with low crosscorrelations and
autocorrelation sidelobes provide good approximations and are generally better suited to
asynchronous schemes and frequency-selective channels than the fully orthogonal ones.
There are also concepts of generalized orthogonality and generalized quasi-orthogonality
that are targeted at sequence design for quasi-synchronous schemes (Fan 2004).

3.1.1

Walsh-Hadamard sequences

By far the most popular orthogonal sequences for spreading, among other applications,
are the so-called Walsh-Hadamard sequences whose despreading can be efficiently
implemented by the fast Walsh-Hadamard transform. The name arises from the parallel
work of Walsh and Hadamard on orthogonal bases. Walsh popularized the orthogonal
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functions, later carrying his name, that are composed of sequences of square pulses
of positive and negative polarities and unit magnitude. The initial polarity of the
functions is positive, and transitions between the polarities may occur only at fixed,
unit time intervals. There are 2n functions of length 2n , n being a positive integer
(Walsh 1923, Beauchamp 1975). Hadamard, on the other hand, gave his name to
square matrices whose elements are plus or minus ones, and whose rows are mutually
orthogonal. Despite their naming, Hadamard matrices were invented by Sylvester
(1867). A necessary condition for a Hadamard matrix of order n to exist is that n = 1,
2, or a multiple of 4 (Geramita 1979). The 2n Walsh functions of length 2n give the
rows of a 2n × 2n Hadamard matrix arranged in an order that is known as sequency
or m-sequence order. The order in Hadamard matrices constructed by the Kronecker
product based recursive expansion is termed the natural, Sylvester or Hadamard order.

3.1.2

Maximum length sequences

Quasi-orthogonal sequences are most commonly periodic, pseudorandom binary
sequences constructed from so-called maximum length sequences, usually abbreviated
as m-sequences. An m-sequence, again, can be generated by using a linear feedback
shift register of length n that cycles through all possible 2n − 1 states while producing
a sequence of the maximal length of 2n − 1. While the m-sequences have excellent
autocorrelation properties, their out-of-phase value being only −1/(2n − 1), there are
pairs of m-sequences of the same length that have relatively high crosscorrelation
peaks. Then, pairs of sequences that have a three valued crosscorrelation function
whose maximal magnitude is smaller than that of the rest of the sequences are called
preferred pairs. These pairs are used to generate sets of very popular quasi-orthogonal
sequences called Gold sequences (Gold 1967). A set of 2n + 1 Gold sequences of length
2n − 1 is composed of a preferred pair of m-sequences, together with the element-wise
multiplications of these two sequences in their different phases. The Gold sequences
obtain a low crosscorrelation which is similar to that of the preferred pair used for the
generation. This, however, comes at the expense of an increase in the out-of-phase
autocorrelation which is now at the same level with the crosscorrelation.
A set of 2n fully orthogonal Gold sequences of length 2n can be constructed from a
set of quasi-orthogonal Gold sequences by leaving out the other of the two preferred msequences and appending an additional plus one to the end of each sequence (Tachikawa
1992). It has been found that there is a permutational, one-to-one equivalence between
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orthogonal Gold and Walsh-Hadamard sequences (Popović 1997). This finding is
grounded on the equivalence found between matrices of m-sequences and WalshHadamard matrices (Cohn & Lempel 1977). While orthogonal Gold sequences based
on a preferred pair of m-sequences provide optimal periodic crosscorrelation, the
same construct can be applied to any set of sequences generated by using any pair of
m-sequences (Donelan & O’Farrel 1999). Moreover, any binary sequence of length
n with an out-of-phase autocorrelation of −1/n can be used to generate a matrix of
n + 1 orthogonal sequences by first cyclically shifting the sequence and then placing a
leading row and column of ones (Gerakoulis & Ghassemzadeh 2000). Understandably,
these sequences have disastrous periodic crosscorrelation properties. Gerakoulis &
Ghassemzadeh (2000) presented some other methods for the construction of orthogonal
spreading codes, including complex and polyphase sequences.

3.1.3

Complementary sequences

Although there are no binary sequences having an impulse-like periodic autocorrelation
function free of sidelobes, it is possible to construct pairs of sequences whose autocorrelation functions sum up to zero at all nonzero shifts when added coherently. These
sequence pairs are usually termed as complementary sequences, as Golay (1961) did
when deriving them, but they have also been called Golay sequences after their inventor.
Tseng & Liu (1972) generalized the concept of complementary sequences to sets of
more than two sequences. They also defined mutually orthogonal complementary sets as
a collection of complementary sets of sequences in which the sum of the coherently
added cross-correlation functions of the corresponding sequences from any two sets is
zero at every shift.
Golay conceived the complementary sequences originally in connection with infrared
multislit spectrometry, but thereafter they have been applied in ultrasound, acoustic, and
radar measurements, and lately their polyphase variant was applied in a complementary
code keying modulation scheme in IEEE 802.11b wireless local area network (WLAN)
standard. The use of complementary sequences as spreading codes has also been
considered, for example, by Weng & Guangguo (1987), Suehiro & Hatori (1988),
and Chen et al. (2001), and their efficiency in that purpose was analyzed by Farkas &
Turcsany (2004).
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3.2

Multicarrier transmission

The delay dispersion of a received signal experienced in multipath channels causes
ISI and frequency distortion, which restricts the usable bandwidth for a carrier wave
transmission if no means to cope with the dispersion is employed. In order to increase the
data carrying capacity without exceeding the tolerable ISI and frequency distortion levels,
the data can be multiplexed and modulated into a number of narrowband subcarriers of
different frequencies. This multicarrier transmission approach is referred to as frequencydivision multiplexing (FDM). In conventional FDM, the frequency bands of subcarriers
are strictly limited and separated by empty guard bands in order to prevent interference
between them. Moreover, each subcarrier is modulated and bandpass demodulated
separately, which both require a lot of filtering. In modern FDM, on the contrary, the
bands of adjacent subcarriers partly overlap while the orthogonality between the carried
signals is still maintained. The latter has become known as orthogonal FDM (OFDM),
which is superior in spectral efficiency in comparison with the former. Moreover, the
modulation and demodulation in modern OFDM are done jointly for multiple subcarriers
by using computationally efficient digital signal processing implementations of fast
Fourier transform (FFT) and its inverse (IFFT), respectively. For this reason, OFDM is
also called multicarrier modulation, an overview of which is given by Bingham (1990)
and in the following section.

3.2.1

OFDM modulation

An early implementation of OFDM took place already in the 1950s in the Kineplex
system for long range HF data transmission (Doelz et al. 1957). Although the system
had separate modulators and matched filter demodulators of an analog construction for
all subcarriers, it resembled the modern OFDM in that it used an equidistant subcarrier
spacing equal to the inverse of the integration interval of the demodulator. Moreover, it
already employed a guard interval between successive integration intervals to provide
tolerance for multipath propagation. Following this first public appearance of OFDM,
theoretical considerations of sinusoidal functions as orthogonal signals were conducted
by Harmuth (1960) and Franco & Lachs (1961). Thereafter, Bello (1965) presented an
analysis of OFDM over time- and frequency-selective fading channels, with a special
focus on an early version of another OFDM system named Kathryn. Zimmerman &
Kirsch (1967) described a later version of the Kathryn system that, similarly to the
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modern OFDM systems, already utilized Fourier transform in the modulation and
demodulation. However, the transform was carried out at the time by means of analog
signal processing. Still another OFDM based HF data modem, Andeft, was presented
and analyzed by Porter (1968). A digital implementation of an OFDM modem that
was named Tadim and that used the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) was presented
by Powers & Zimmerman (1968). Weinstein & Ebert (1971) conducted a theoretical
investigation of a DFT-based OFDM system that has been widely referred to in the
literature. They also proposed a time windowing function to obtain gradual, rather
than abrupt, transitions between successive sinusoidal symbol waveforms. The time
windowing suppresses the sidelobes of a sinc-function shaped subcarrier spectrum that
follows from the time truncation of sinusoidal waveforms.
In recent years, OFDM has become increasingly popular as implementational
advances have paved the way for a number of OFDM systems for both wired and
wireless broadband communication. To date, the wired OFDM systems include digital
subscriber line (DSL) technologies such as asymmetric DSL (ADSL) and very high
speed DSL (VDSL) internet access over telephone wires, and power line communication
modems for home networking and internet access over power wires. The version of
OFDM that is used in wired systems is often referred to as discrete multitone (DMT). It
differs from the conventional bandpass OFDM of wireless systems mainly in that it
operates in the baseband and uses rate adaptive bit loading on each subcarrier or tone.
Among the most widely spread wireless OFDM systems are the WLAN equipment
supporting, most notably certain IEEE 802.11 standards, several digital broadcasting
systems such as the digital audio broadcasting (DAB), also known as Eureka 147,
and the terrestrial digital video broadcasting (DVB-T). Other wireless applications
of OFDM that are loaded with high expectations are the wireless metropolitan area
network (WMAN) and long range fixed and mobile access targeted systems such as
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) and FLASH-OFDM
(Fast Low-latency Access with Seamless Handoff OFDM). These two systems aim at
competing not only with each other but also with the third generation cellular mobile
systems which are also evolving towards OFDM according to the Long Term Evolution
(LTE) of the 3GPP (Third Generation Partnership Project).
The modulation formats most commonly used in OFDM systems are the different
orders of square quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Although the rectangular
forms of QAM have sub-optimal spacings of the constellation points for a given energy,
they are favored because of their straightforward modulation and demodulation as two
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separate pulse amplitude modulation constellations on quadrature carriers. By utilizing
this feature, Cho & Yoon (2002) derived the bit error probability (BEP) of an arbitrary
rectangular QAM with Gray coded bit mapping in an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel. High order QAM requires highly linear power amplifiers already by
itself, but when used in an OFDM system that has a large number of subcarriers and
therefore a large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) on its own, the requirements get
much more stringent. The linearity over a wide range of input levels, however, makes an
amplifier costly and very power-inefficient. Therefore, several techniques for reducing
the PAPR of OFDM signals have been introduced (Nee & Prasad 2000, Han 2005,
Nguyen & Lampe 2006, 2007). Besides high PAPR, another drawback of OFDM is
its susceptibility to intercarrier interference due to channel time variations within an
OFDM symbol (Schniter 2004, Wang et al. 2006, 2007).

3.2.2

Pulse shaped OFDM

The advantage of the rectangular pulse used in the conventional OFDM is that it allows
the additional guard interval, a cyclic prefix, to compensate for the delay dispersion
of a channel. However, the redundant cyclic prefix decreases the spectral efficiency.
Moreover, the widely spread spectral sidelobes of rectangular pulses on sinusoidal
carriers are exposed to narrowband interferers. Furthermore, they may be cut off in
bandlimited channels, which in turn results in intercarrier interference. The latter
motivated Chang (1966) to design bandlimited orthogonal signals for OFDM. He came
up with pulse shape filtering in which the frequency response is strictly bandlimited and
has the familiar cosine roll-off from the center frequency of a subcarrier to those of the
adjacent subcarriers. The performance of the proposed approach was studied by Chang
& Gibby (1968). Saltzberg (1967) analyzed an OFDM scheme that used bandlimited
pulse shape filtering and offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM) in which the
symbol transitions on the quadrature carriers are staggered or offset in time by half the
symbol period. Hirosaki (1980) proposed a per-carrier equalizer for the OQAM-based
OFDM scheme in order to eliminate remaining intersymbol and intercarrier interference.
Thereafter, he provided a computationally more efficient implementation of the scheme
based on the DFT (Hirosaki 1981).
The improvement in the frequency-domain localization of the signals with cosine
roll-off filtering comes at the expense of time-domain delocalization which requires long
filters and is prone to intercarrier interference in highly time-selective channels. The
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time-frequency dual of cosine roll-off filtering is a scheme using strictly time-limited
pulses of the same half-sinusoidal shape. With these pulses, the 4-ary OQAM, offset
QPSK, is equivalent to quadrature minimum-shift keying type of continuous phase
modulation (Le Floch et al. 1995). The frequency response with the half-sinusoidal
pulse has again sidelobes which, however, decrease faster than with the rectangular
pulse. Construction of wavelet-based pulses that would optimally compromise between
the contradictory time- and frequency-domain localization properties has also been
considered (Haas & Belfiore 1994, Le Floch et al. 1995, Vahlin & Holte 1996).
A pulse shaped OFDM system is essentially a filter bank based transmultiplexer,
which was originally developed to convert a set of telephone channels from time-division
multiplexing (TDM) to FDM and vice versa (Bellanger & Daguet 1974). A theoretical
treatment of filter banks was given by Vetterli (1987), and designs of filter bank based
transmultiplexers for pulse shaped OFDM systems have been presented, for example, by
Viholainen et al. (1998) and Siohan et al. (2002). The drawback of the pulse shapes,
other than the rectangular one, is that instead of a simple guard interval, they require
more complex time-domain equalization in delay dispersive channels (Hirosaki 1980,
Wiegand & Fliege 1996, Renfors et al. 1999, Viholainen et al. 1999, Ihalainen et al.
2007). This has biased the pulse shape selection in favor of the rectangular one since the
spectral sidelobes of the rectangular pulse can also be dampened by using relatively
low complex OFDM symbol windowing together with overlapping roll-off intervals.
The roll-off intervals, however, further decrease the spectral efficiency. The usage
of rectangular pulses with zero padding in place of the cyclic prefix has also been
considered (Muquet et al. 2002).

3.3

Multicarrier CDMA

The bright outlook for both the CDMA- and OFDM-based commercial communication
systems in the beginning of 1990s brought about the idea of combining these two
techniques and their advantageous features into a single scheme. This scheme would
unify the orthogonal frequency multiplexing of OFDM, providing frequency diversity,
ISI-free transmission and less stringent requirements for timing synchronization, and the
orthogonal or quasi-orthogonal code multiplexing of CDMA, offering flexible multiuser
and -rate capabilities. The code multiplexing can be done in this combination, which is
generally referred to as multicarrier CDMA or OFDM-CDMA, by using spreading codes
in either the time- or frequency-domain. The different multicarrier CDMA proposals
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Fig. 4. Different approaches to using spreading codes in multicarrier CDMA.

found in the literature and falling into the two categories of either time- or frequencydomain spreading are reviewed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively. In addition,
hybrid schemes with both time- and frequency-domain spreading have been proposed
(Matsumoto et al. 2002, Atarashi et al. 2002, You & Hong 2003, Zhou et al. 2005,
Zhang et al. 2005b). The use of spreading codes in the above mentioned three different
approaches to multicarrier CDMA is illustrated in Fig. 4. As an alternative to CDMA,
multiple access in OFDM can also be arranged by TDMA, or more straightforwardly by
FDMA, with the latter of which the combination is also known as orthogonal FDMA
(OFDMA).

3.3.1

Time-domain spreading

The first descriptions of multicarrier CDMA systems with time-domain spreading can
be found in the coincident, independent proposals by DaSilva & Sousa (1993, 1994),
Kondo & Milstein (1993, 1996), and Vandendorpe (1993, 1995). While all the three
proposed schemes use the same user-specific spreading code for all subcarriers, the ones
by DaSilva & Sousa and Kondo & Milstein carry out the spreading before multicarrier
modulation in which the subcarrier spacing is equal to the inverse of a chip interval,
whereas the one by Vandendorpe does the spreading after the modulation in which
the subcarrier spacing is equal to the inverse of a data symbol interval. Consequently,
the subcarrier spectrum in the first two of the above mentioned schemes fulfills the
orthogonality condition by having nulls at the center frequencies of adjacent subcarriers.
In the third scheme, however, the spectral nulls of a subcarrier are spread apart and,
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depending on the spreading factor, over a number of neighboring subcarriers which
results in intercarrier interference. Therefore, interest in multicarrier CDMA with
time-domain spreading, also known as multicarrier DS-CDMA (MC-DS-CDMA), has
concentrated mainly on the approach of the first two schemes that maintain the frequency
orthogonality by transmitting only one chip per an OFDM symbol.
The performance of a MC-DS-CDMA scheme over an asynchronous, frequencyselective Rayleigh fading uplink channel was analyzed by Sourour & Nakagawa
(1996), who confirmed that the scheme can outperform the conventional single-carrier
CDMA with a Rake receiver. Iltis (1997) proposed using a decorrelating detector in a
quasi-synchronous MC-DS-CDMA scheme in order to completely reject the residual
intercarrier interference. Rowitch & Milstein (1999a,b) analyzed a MC-DS-CDMA
scheme with convolutional and repetition coding across a number of subcarriers in an
asynchronous uplink channel with or without narrowband interference. Tseng & Bell
(2000) investigated the use of complementary spreading sequences for the reduction
of multiple-access interference in asynchronous systems. Each user had a distinct
set of sequences, from which a different sequence was assigned to each subcarrier.
Expectedly, they found that their complementary spreading scheme was vulnerable
to frequency-selective fading. However, they anticipated that their scheme would
outperform the conventional single-sequence spreading in a Rice fading channel with a
strong LOS component. The performance analysis of a MC-DS-CDMA system by using
the characteristic function method was presented by Smida et al. (2001). MC-DS-CDMA
with its time-domain spreading has been often considered to be more appropriate for
asynchronous uplink channels than its frequency-domain counterpart (Suwa et al. 2002).
This is due to the deterioration of the orthogonality between frequency-domain spreading
codes as users experience differently frequency-selective channels.

3.3.2

Frequency-domain spreading

At the same time as the proposals of time-domain spread multicarrier CDMA were
made, frequency-domain schemes in which the chips of a spread data symbol are
assigned across the subcarriers were also proposed independently by Yee et al. (1993),
Fazel & Papke (1993), and Chouly et al. (1993). These schemes with frequencydomain spreading have become known simply as multicarrier CDMA (MC-CDMA),
as a differentiation from MC-DS-CDMA with time-domain spreading. Lately, this
combination of OFDM and CDMA, with orthogonal frequency-domain spreading
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sequences, has also been referred to as orthogonal frequency- and code-division
multiplexing (OFCDM). MC-CDMA schemes that provide only modest frequencydomain spreading to obtain diversity in combination with an OFDMA multiple-access
technique have also been proposed (Kaiser & Fazel 1997, Wang & Giannakis 2000,
Giannakis et al. 2000, Wang & Giannakis 2001).
An advantage of frequency-domain spreading in comparison with time-domain
spreading is the inherent frequency diversity in frequency-selective channels, which on
the other hand can also be disadvantageous as the orthogonality between spreading
codes deteriorates. The balance between these contradictory consequences, however,
can be shifted in favor of frequency diversity in a downlink channel when a suitable
method is used to gather the received symbol energy from the subcarriers. Therefore,
MC-CDMA has been usually considered to perform better than MC-DS-CDMA or
single-carrier DS-CDMA in a synchronous downlink channel (Hara & Prasad 1997,
Abeta et al. 2000).
Subcarrier combining
In MC-CDMA, the receive operation that gathers the symbol energy from across a
number of subcarriers has a twofold task. Firstly, it should despread the symbol so that the
interference between overlapping spreading codes is avoided, and secondly, combine the
channel responses of the subcarriers in such a way that the best is made of the available
frequency diversity. These objectives of the joint despreading and diversity combining,
however, are conflicting. Consequently, various proposed subcarrier combining schemes
have differences in their ability to compromise between the interference avoidance and
diversity maximization.
In their proposal of frequency-domain spread MC-CDMA, Yee et al. (1993) used
either maximal ratio combining (MRC), which is well known to maximize the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) in an AWGN channel, or equal gain combining (EGC), which can
be viewed just as a phase equalization, to combine the subcarriers. They found that
MRC performs better than EGC in a noise-limited channel, while it is the opposite in an
interference-limited channel. Fazel (1993) noted from his simulations that orthogonality
restoring combining (ORC), which equalizes the subcarrier channels by inverse channel
gains, outperforms EGC at high SNR because ORC does not have an error floor due to
the intercode interference. At low SNR, however, it is the opposite as ORC enhances
noise at faded subcarriers. His simulations also showed that multi-user maximum65

likelihood detection or iterative interference cancellation provides better performance at
the expense of increased complexity. Chouly et al. (1993) considered, in addition to
ORC, two subcarrier combining schemes that are based on the minimum mean-square
error (MMSE) criterion. The first applies the MMSE criterion per carrier, that is, to the
output of an OFDM demodulator before despreading and combining, whereas the other
applies the criterion per user, that is, to the output of the despreading and combining
operation. The simulation results showed that MMSE per carrier combining (MMSECC)
improves the performance over that of ORC, and that further improvement is obtained
with MMSE per user combining (MMSEUC). A so-called controlled equalization,
which limits the noise enhancement of ORC by discarding the subcarriers whose signal
levels are below a certain threshold, has also been proposed (Yee & Linnartz 1993,
1994a). This scheme has also been referred to as threshold ORC (Müller et al. 1995).
Subcarrier combining based on the MMSE criteria and Wiener filtering (Yee & Linnartz
1994b) and multi-user decorrelating detection (Bar-Ness et al. 1994) have also been
considered.
While the above reviewed articles concentrated on synchronous downlink channels
with independently faded subcarriers, Gui & Ng (1999) analyzed the performance
of MC-CDMA over asynchronous uplink channels with correlated subcarriers when
either MRC or EGC is used. They concluded, against the common understanding, that
MC-CDMA performs better than single- or multicarrier DS-CDMA. Moreover, they
claimed that MRC performs better than EGC. Hara & Prasad (1999) considered the
design of an MC-CDMA system, namely, the determination of the number of subcarriers
and the length of the guard interval that minimize the bit-error rate (BER) under given
Doppler and delay spread of a channel. Moreover, their comparative simulation results
for single-carrier DS-CDMA and MC-CDMA with ORC, EGC, MRC, or MMSECC
illustrated that the MMSECC-based MC-CDMA is a promising scheme for a downlink,
whereas in an uplink it is inferior to DS-CDMA. Lok et al. (1999) proposed a blind
adaptive algorithm for the optimum combining (OC) of subcarriers in both synchronous
and asynchronous systems. OC maximizes the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio
(SINR) of the output (Winters 1984). The MMSE criterion based combining has been
further considered in conjunction with parallel interference cancellation (PIC) (Hélard
et al. 2000), with both delay and Doppler spreads in a synchronous downlink (Linnartz
2001), with so-called partial sampling aimed at interference suppression in asynchronous
systems (Zong et al. 2001), with decision-directed, least mean square (LMS) and
recursive least square (RLS) based adaptive detection schemes (Kalofonos et al. 2003),
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with an adaptive, cross-coupled decision feedback scheme (Liu et al. 2004), with PIC
and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes (Duan et al. 2005), and with combined
pre- and post-equalization and PIC (Cosovic et al. 2005). Besides PIC, also the use of
successive interference cancellation (SIC) for suppressing multiple-access interference
in MC-CDMA has been proposed (Andrews & Meng 2004). Cacciapuoti et al. (2007)
considered both MMSE and zero-forcing based per user combining in MC-CDMA
downlink employing either a cyclic prefix or zero padding.
A number of other performance analyses of MC-CDMA with various subcarrier
combining schemes have been presented based, for example, on EGC, an asynchronous
uplink, and an approximation of the sum of several Nakagami-m variables (Li &
Latva-aho 2002), on MRC, a downlink, an error floor and a characteristic function and
residue calculation method (Shi & Latva-aho 2002b) or an exact error rate and a moment
generating function method (Shi & Latva-aho 2002a), on EGC and MRC, synchronous
and asynchronous systems, and Monte Carlo integration (Shi & Latva-aho 2003a), and
on MRC and the characteristic function method and the Gaussian approximation for the
interference (Li & Latva-aho 2005). Mourad et al. (2004) investigated the intra-cell
interference statistics for different levels of channel correlation and how they can be
mapped to the system-level performance evaluation of an MC-CDMA system with
MRC, EGC, or MMSECC. In this thesis, it is confirmed that besides the more complex
MMSEUC and OC methods, also the simpler MMSECC gives good performance in a
downlink, even in a fully loaded system. In an uplink, however, only MMSEUC and OC
can provide reasonably good, nearly equal performance.
Spreading codes
The spreading sequences employed in MC-CDMA should, in addition to being mutually
orthogonal, also provide a low PAPR in order to limit the required linearity range of the
power amplifiers used. Popović (1999) introduced a spectral cross-correlation function
between the spreading sequences and used it together with the dynamic range and the
crest factor, which equals the square root of PAPR, to evaluate the performance of
Walsh-Hadamard, Gold, orthogonal Gold, and polyphase Zadoff-Chu sequences in
MC-CDMA. He came to the conclusion that Zadoff-Chu sequences are the optimal
choice for asynchronous systems. Choi et al. (1999) compared Walsh-Hadamard,
orthogonal Gold, and polyphase Zadoff-Chu and Frank codes, and found that ZadoffChu sequences show the best BER performance over independently faded subcarriers,
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while Walsh-Hadamard sequences exhibit the best crest factor distribution in a fully
loaded synchronous downlink.
Taking into account also the intercarrier interference in an asynchronous uplink, Shi
& Latva-aho (2003b) showed that at high SNR, orthogonal Gold sequences provide
better BER performance than Walsh-Hadamard, Gold, and Zadoff-Chu sequences
when the system load is high, while Zadoff-Chu sequences perform the best when the
load is low. At low SNR, however, Walsh-Hadamard sequences outperform the others
slightly. Gu et al. (2005) compared the BER performance of Walsh-Hadamard, Gold,
orthogonal Gold, and that of the 4-phase Family A sequences and unified complex
Hadamard transform (UCHT) sequences over a synchronous uplink. They found that
Walsh-Hadamard and UCHT sequences perform the best and are followed by similarly
performing Gold and orthogonal Gold sequences, while 4-phase Family A sequences
perform the worst. In this thesis, it is briefly illustrated that orthogonal Gold sequences
result in slightly better performance than Walsh-Hadamard sequences, especially in an
uplink at low system loads.
Complex spreading sequences that are based on linearly increasing phase offsets over
subcarriers, therefore referred to as carrier interferometry codes, have also been proposed
(Natarajan et al. 2004, Akhavan-Bahabdi & Shiva 2005). These codes are claimed to
double the system capacity by doubling the number of available spreading sequences.
Cacciapuoti et al. (2007) also remarked that, if appropriate complex spreading sequences
are used, zero-forcing multiuser detectors can be designed even for overloaded downlink
MC-CDMA transmission. The use of complementary spreading sequence pairs resulting
in PAPR reduction in comparison with the single-sequence schemes has also been
considered (Nobilet et al. 2001, Choi et al. 2002, Choi & Hanzo 2003, Zhang et al.
2005a).

3.4

Multirate transmission in CDMA systems

The capability of multiple data transmission rates provides significant advantages in
multi-user mobile radio systems. The data rate can be traded for the improved robustness
of transmission, or it can be adapted to time-varying channel conditions in order to
meet the set error rate criteria. In particular, the rate can be imposed based on the type
of requested service and the available capacity in the system at a given moment. In
a general case with a fixed channel symbol rate, the data rate can be adjusted by, for
example, the type and order of modulation, the rate of channel error coding, and the
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time and frequency share of a channel. While the two latter rate adjustment methods are
congenial with time- and frequency-division multiplexing, respectively, there are two
multirate transmission schemes applicable particularly to CDM. These two schemes
are the multicode scheme and the variable spreading factor (VSF) scheme which are
reviewed, respectively, in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The literature on their comparisons
is reviewed in Section 3.4.3.

3.4.1

Multicode

The transmission rate of a user in the multicode multirate scheme is determined by the
number of assigned spreading sequences drawn from a set of preferably orthogonal
sequences of fixed and equal lengths. The assigned sequences multiplex a number of
data streams overlapping in time and frequency and, therefore, provide a multiple of the
basic rate of a single-stream transmission. Consequently, the separation of multiple
streams in the multicode scheme is based on the same code-division principle as the
separation of multiple users. The basic principle of multicode transmission is illustrated
in Fig. 5.
Probably the first use of the multicode multirate scheme in single-carrier CDMA
was the prototype system described by Doi et al. (1994). This dual-rate system was
designed to transmit low rate voice signals with a single spreading sequence and high
rate data signals with six sequences. Since the multicode transmission increases the
PAPR, Zhu et al. (2005) proposed a multirate multicode method in which the multilevel
sum of multiple orthogonal Gold sequences of a user is limited to a binary sequence by
simply taking the sign of the sum.
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Fig. 5. Principle of the multicode scheme.
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Among the first treatments of multirate multicode transmission in MC-CDMA
systems with frequency-domain spreading were the ones by Tan & Bar-Ness (2002) and
Fu & Mark (2003), where the performances in a synchronous downlink and asynchronous
uplink, respectively, were considered. Tan & Bar-Ness (2002) concluded that the
interference between the multiple codes of each user can be reduced or even eliminated
by properly selecting the codes from a set of orthogonal Walsh-Hadamard sequences.
Fu & Mark (2003) came to the conclusion that the system performance improves when
the number of codes per user and the spreading factor increase proportionally.

3.4.2

Variable spreading factor

In the VSF multirate scheme, the transmission rate of a user is determined by the length
of the assigned spreading sequence, the rate being inversely proportional to the sequence
length. The data bits are spread by the same user specific sequence and transmitted
sequentially. Therefore, the multiplexing of multiple data streams in the VSF scheme is
based on the time-division principle in the time-domain spread single- and multicarrier
DS-CDMA, whereas in MC-CDMA with frequency-domain spreading, it is based on
frequency division. These two approaches are illustrated in Fig. 6.
One of the first uses of the VSF multirate scheme was in an experimental, DS-CDMA
based third generation mobile radio system concept described by Baier et al. (1994).
Thereafter, Adachi et al. (1997) proposed a tree-structured construction of orthogonal
spreading codes of different lengths to be used with the VSF scheme. This construction
of orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) sequences was subsequently adopted for
the third generation W-CDMA mobile radio air interface.
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Fig. 6. Time- and frequency-division principles in the VSF scheme.
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In conjunction with MC-CDMA, among the first treatments of the VSF multirate
scheme are those by Tan & Bar-Ness (2002) and Lestable et al. (2002). Tan & Bar-Ness
(2002) stated that the interference between the users of different rates can be eliminated
by a proper selection of the spreading codes in which the shorter code is orthogonal
to the coinciding sub-blocks of the longer codes, that is, by OVSF codes. Lestable
et al. (2002) used OVSF codes with and without random interleaving of the chips on
the subcarriers. They restated the fact that the downside of the obtained increase in
frequency diversity is the aggravated multiple-access interference and concluded that a
compromise between the diversity and interference has to be made.

3.4.3

Comparisons of multicode and VSF

The multicode and VSF multirate schemes have some basic differences regarding their
composition. Perhaps the main reason for favoring the VSF scheme over the multicode
scheme in the third generation DS-CDMA-based mobile radio systems is that the VSF
scheme does not give rise to the PAPR. This results in savings especially in uplink
transmission due to the less stringent requirements for the dynamic range and linearity
of DA converters and power amplifiers of handset devices. In MC-CDMA, on the
other hand, the PAPR is already substantial by the nature of OFDM and, therefore, the
increase in the PAPR caused by the multicode scheme does not introduce new problems.
Another significant implementational advantage of the VSF scheme is that it does not
need multiple concurrent spreading and despreading operations per user as the multicode
scheme does. A minor advantage of the VSF scheme is also its shorter detection delay
for high rate users.
In terms of processing gain and, therefore, noise and interference rejection, the
VSF scheme provides less protection for high rate users than it does for low rate users,
while the multirate scheme treats users of different rates equally. The reduction of
processing gain with data rate in the VSF scheme, of course, may be compensated by
increasing the transmit power. This, however, will increase the near-far problem. In
the VSF scheme over a quasi-static fading channel, the interference from high to low
rate users also varies with the high-rate symbols within a low-rate symbol and, vice
versa, the interference from low to high rate users is correlated among the high-rate
symbols within a low-rate symbol. This should to be taken into account in the detection
process in order to obtain the best possible performance. When applied in MC-CDMA
with frequency-domain spreading, the multicode scheme provides frequency diversity
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equally to all rates, whereas the VSF scheme provides it more to widely spread low rate
transmissions. On the other hand, the deterioration of the orthogonality also worsens
with frequency diversity.
Comparisons in single-carrier DS-CDMA
When considering the multicode and VSF multirate schemes for a DS-CDMA air
interface, McTiffin et al. (1994) saw that it is preferable to use the multicode scheme
in a downlink and the VSF scheme in an uplink. Their reasoning was that while
multicode transmission more readily permits the use of orthogonal codes in a downlink,
orthogonality in an uplink can not be achieved. Moreover, the multicode scheme
increases the PAPR of a transmitted signal, which is more problematic to the transmitter
of a mobile device than that of a base station due to battery power limitations. Ottosson
& Svensson (1995) compared the error rate performance of the multicode and VSF
schemes in an asynchronous DS-CDMA system and concluded that the schemes give
almost the same performance. Johansson (1999) repeated the comparison in conjunction
with multistage successive interference cancellation and showed that the two multirate
schemes converge to similar performance, although the multicode scheme performs
better for the first few stages.
Mitra (1999) compared the performance of the multicode and VSF schemes when
maximum-likelihood-based detection was used. She came to the conclusion that the VSF
scheme can provide better performance for high rate users, while for low rate users the
performance of the two schemes is comparable. Biglieri et al. (2000) used results from
the asymptotic analysis of a synchronous DS-CDMA system with random spreading
and showed that the multicode and VSF schemes have an equivalent system capacity
when single-user matched filter detection is used. When, however, MMSE-based linear
detection is used, the multicode scheme dominates the VSF scheme unless the latter
detects also the high-rate users by using the whole low-rate symbol interval as an
observation interval. Guo & Letaief (2001) made similar conclusions with matched
filter and MMSE detection and found them to hold also with PIC. Fan et al. (2003)
evaluated the BER performance of the multicode and VSF schemes using the true
interference distributions instead of the Gaussian approximation. They concluded that
while there are differences in the performance of the two multirate schemes, depending
on the distribution of multiple-access and multipath interference, they are likely to be
insignificant for practical cellular systems most of the time.
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Comparisons in multicarrier CDMA
Since most of the above comparisons between the multicode and VSF schemes in
conventional single-carrier DS-CDMA came to the twofold conclusions that the two
schemes are performing either somewhat equally well or the multicode scheme performs
noticeably better, it could be expected that one of the above conclusions would be
drawn for multicarrier DS-CDMA which is also using time-domain spreading. Lim
& Lee (2001) came to the latter conclusion after considering the two schemes in an
asynchronous MC-DS-CDMA system with and without SIC.
In frequency-domain spread MC-CDMA, however, the contradictory outcomes of
frequency-selective fading, which are diversity and orthogonality deterioration, may
alter the preference of one of the two multirate schemes over the other. However, in
comparisons of the multicode and VSF schemes in MC-CDMA with MMSE-based
subcarrier combining (Tan & Bar-Ness 2002), space-time block coding and EGC (Hu &
Chew 2004), and a semiblind MMSE-based detection with multiple receive antennas
and a hybrid serial/parallel interference cancellation (Li & Latva-aho 2006), it has
been concluded that the two multirate schemes obtain very similar performances. Li
& Latva-aho (2006) found the above to hold true when subcarrier interleaving was
used with the VSF scheme, whereas without interleaving, the performance of the VSF
scheme was worse. In distinction from the above referred studies, it is shown in this
thesis that, of the two multirate schemes in MC-CDMA, the multicode one can provide
significantly better error rate performance especially for high rate users.

3.5

Ultra-wideband communications

Since the power spectral density of a spread-spectrum signal is inversely proportional to
its bandwidth, a signal with very wide bandwidth results in very low power spectral
density. Moreover, the robustness of spread-spectrum communication against narrowband interference and frequency-selective fading increases with the bandwidth. The
above two facts enable very wideband spread-spectrum systems to coexist in the same
operational frequencies with other, pre-existing narrower-band radio services so that the
interference to and from the pre-existing services stay below tolerable levels. Owing to
their very wide bandwidth, these underlay spread-spectrum communication systems are
referred to as being ultra-wideband (UWB).
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The first regulations on UWB devices, categorizing them to either imaging, vehicular
radar, or communication and measurement systems, were given by the FCC of the
US in February 2002. These regulations allocated the 3.1–10.6 GHz band, which is
overlapping with other radio systems, for unlicensed UWB communication devices.
According to the regulations, the -10 dB bandwidth of a UWB transmission in the given
band must be at least 500 MHz. The emitted in-band power spectral density must not
exceed -41.3 dBm/MHz, averaged over a 1 ms time interval. This in-band emission limit
equals that of unintentional radiators, while out-of-band limits for UWB communication
systems go as low as -75.3 dBm/MHz in the 960–1610 MHz band within which, for
example, GPS operates. The regulations for UWB communications within the European
Community (EC), decided in February 2007, are even stricter. They allow the maximum
-41.3 dBm/MHz density to be used in the future only in the 6.0–8.5 GHz band in the
absence of appropriate techniques for mitigating the emitted interference. As the above
regulations, as well as those either already decided on or likely to follow in the other
parts of the world, allow extremely low emission levels, UWB communications can
provide the highest data rates only in short-range WPAN usage, including wireless
connectivity in personal computing, consumer electronics, and mobile applications.
However, the rate can be traded for the range by increasing redundancy in the form of
either simple repetition or advanced channel coding.
A number of spread-spectrum approaches can be used to generate signals that are
appropriate for UWB communications and conform to the given regulations. The
two main approaches are the carrierless, impulse radio falling into TH-SS, and the
multicarrier, multiband OFDM (MB-OFDM) falling into MC-SS. The impulse radio
approach is briefly reviewed in Section 3.5.1, and the MB-OFDM approach and the
proposed extensions of it towards MC-CDMA are reviewed in Section 3.5.2. Besides
the above two approaches that have gained the widest support in UWB standardization,
DS-SS with a suitable chip waveform has been applied to UWB communications
(Foerster 2002). The use of MC-DS-CDMA for UWB communications has also been
studied (Wang & Milstein 2004). Yang & Giannakis (2006) presented a theoretical
framework for a flexible UWB scheme that can be configured as either a CDMA,
FDMA, or TDMA system. In addition, fast frequency chirps, which are generated
by quickly sweeping the frequency oscillator of a transmitter and which have been
successfully used for radar and imaging applications, have also been proposed for UWB
systems (Doi et al. 2003, Dowla & Nekoogar 2003). The latest proposal is a so-called
frequency modulation (FM) UWB in which the carrier is first frequency-shift keying
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(FSK) modulated by data and then by a sinusoidal signal in order to spread the spectrum
(Gerrits et al. 2005). The coexistence of TH-SS and DS-SS based UWB systems with
GPS, cellular systems, and WLANs has been considered, for example, by Hämäläinen
(2006), and the effect of MB-OFDM interference on narrowband systems was analyzed
by Nasri et al. (2007).

3.5.1

Impulse radio

The first use of impulse radio dates back to the early years of radio with spark gap
transmitters. Radio communications, however, soon developed towards the more easily
manageable continuous wave (CW) technology. In the same era, Hülsmeyer (1906)
patented a “telemobiloscope” for the detection and collision avoidance of ships. The
device was composed of a spark gap transmitter and a separate receiver that rang a
bell when a reflection from, for example, a ship was received. While this pre-radar
device used the pulsed radio transmission of its era, the development of CW technology
also attracted radar experiments towards CW transmission. This led up to the first CW
interference radars being able to detect only the presence of an object. The additional
need for ranging information motivated the research on a pulse radar that enabled a
straightforward measurement of the time-of-flight of reflected waves. The simultaneous
progress in producing high-power short-wavelength radio waves by a magnetron brought
up pulse radars with an improved range and accuracy and a smaller size in mid 1930s.
Thereafter, in the beginning of 1940s, pulsed radio found use in military, hyperbolic
navigation systems in which a navigator determines its position based on the relative
arrival times of pulses that are transmitted synchronously from widely separated stations
in known positions (Pierce 1946).
The idea of utilizing pulsed radio also in communications followed soon after their
successful use in radar and navigation systems. The first systems, which were microwave
relays for military communications, used pulse position modulation for encoding voice
signals while time-division multiplexing was used for accommodating multiple voice
channels (Lacy 1947). White (1950) considered the use of distinct pulse patterns to
multiplex asynchronously several sources over the same frequency band at the same
time. An experimental system based on a similar approach was described by Pierce &
Hopper (1952), who found the system to work satisfactorily.
While the above communication applications of the pulsed radio shared some basic
principles with modern impulse radio system, they were not proposed as spread-spectrum
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and even less as UWB systems. Two decades later, Ross (1973) patented a pulsed
radio system that used sub-nanosecond impulses with an extremely wide spectrum to
be used as an underlay system in frequency bands already allotted to other services.
This invention is often referred to as the ancestor of the modern UWB impulse radio
communications. The history and development of UWB communications was covered
in more detail by Barrett (2001).
The potential of pulse modulation and multiplexing in TH-SS communication
systems was illustrated again in 1990s by Scholtz (1993). Later on, Win & Scholtz
(2000) further outlined the attractive features and the design issues of UWB TH-SS
impulse radio for multiple-access communications. Eventually, in March 2007, impulse
radio operating in frequencies allocated for UWB communications was approved as an
optional air interface to IEEE 802.15.4a standard on low rate WPANs. The aim of this
amendment is to provide not only higher and scalable data rates, lower power and cost,
and longer ranges, but also high precision range measurement capability. These features
are expected to be beneficial especially for the applications of wireless sensor networks.

3.5.2

Multiband OFDM

After the failure of IEEE 802.15.3a standardization to select a UWB physical layer
technology for high rate WPANs from the two remaining proposals, one being multiband
OFDM (MB-OFDM) and the other direct sequence UWB (DS-UWB), the WiMedia
alliance behind the MB-OFDM proposal proceeded with Ecma International standards
organization. Subsequently, in December 2005, Ecma International, formerly known
as European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA), released the first UWB
standard, Ecma-368. Thereafter, this standard has also been accepted by European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and International Standards Organization
(ISO). The MB-OFDM technology has been selected as a high-rate option for the
next generation Bluetooth WPANs and also for Certified Wireless USB, one of the
competing technologies for the wireless replacement of Universal Serial Bus (USB)
cable interface. Another competitor for the latter application is Cable-Free USB, which
has been developed by Freescale, a founding member of the rival alliance behind the
DS-UWB effort.
The design of an MB-OFDM system complying with the MB-OFDM proposal
of the WiMedia alliance was described by Batra et al. (2004), and further technical
insight into the medium access control (MAC) protocol of the system was provided by
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Hiertz et al. (2005). The strength of the MB-OFDM approach is its mature, field proven
OFDM technology. From the perspective of implementation, hardware components for
the UWB applications of OFDM are readily available which enables a short time-tomarket. Performance-wise, OFDM with a guard interval is more efficient than DS-SS
in capturing the energy of delay-dispersed multipath signals. Moreover, the spectral
flexibility of OFDM, which is further enhanced by using multiple bands in MB-OFDM,
makes it possible to tailor the system to the specific regulations worldwide and to adapt
to different interference environments.
According to ECMA-368 standard on MB-OFDM (Ecma International 2005), the
3.168–10.560 GHz frequency range within the 3.1-10.6 GHz UWB spectrum is divided
into 14 bands, each of which is 528 MHz wide and allotted to an OFDM modulated
carrier. The reason for choosing the bandwidth of 528 MHz is twofold. While the
bandwidth is enough to exceed the minimum required bandwidth of 500 MHz and
to meet the designed data rates, it allows for an implementation with a low signal
processing speed and power consumption and leads to a simple frequency plan and
synthesize circuit (Batra et al. 2004). The 14 bands form five band groups, the first four
of which, starting from the lower edge of the spectrum, consist of three bands while
the fifth is made up of the remaining two bands. Although only the first band group is
mandatory, the spectral mask within the EC favors the third group. Within each of the
first four band groups, there are seven logical channels for multiple simultaneously
operating piconets (SOPs). Channels 5–7 use only a single band, while channels 1–4
employ frequency-hopping through the three bands of a group so that the bands for the
channels are reassigned after each OFDM symbol according to unique hopping patterns.
The two bands of the fifth band group accommodate only two single band channels.
Therefore, the number of logical channels or supported SOPs is 30 altogether.
The OFDM symbols within each of the 528 MHz band of ECMA-368 standard are
composed by using a 128-point IFFT. Of the 128 points, the one representing the DC
component is set to zero in order to avoid difficulties in carrier feedthrough and DA and
AD converter offsets. The next 122 midmost points are used as actual subcarriers, and
the rest of the points at the edges of the spectrum are set to zero to avoid interference
between the bands. Of the 122 subcarriers, 100 are used to carry data, 12 are dedicated
as pilot subcarriers, and 10 are guard subcarriers of which five are on both edges of
the band. The guard subcarriers carry a copy of the content of the nearest five data
subcarriers if not exploited for other purposes. As the subcarrier spacing becomes 4.125
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MHz, the integration period for IFFT and FFT is 242.42 ns. Then, together with the
70.08 ns guard interval, the total OFDM symbol interval becomes 312.5 ns.
There are eight supported data rates in ECMA-368 standard, ranging from 53.3 to
480 Mb/s and depending on a channel code rate and whether the time- and frequencydomain spreading schemes are used. Convolutional channel coding of rate 1/3 is used,
and additional coding rates up to 3/4 are obtained by puncturing. The coded bits are
block interleaved first across six consecutive OFDM symbols and secondly across
data subcarriers within an OFDM symbol. Thirdly, cyclic shifting of the bits over
a block of data subcarriers is performed between successive OFDM symbols. The
modulation on subcarriers is QPSK for data rates of 200 Mb/s and lower, while higher
rates use dual carrier modulation with square 16-QAM constellations in order to obtain
frequency diversity without decreasing the data rate. Above, time-domain spreading
refers to transmitting the same data on two consecutive OFDM symbols, whereas
frequency-domain spreading refers to that on two subcarriers within the same symbol.
Enhancements of the OFDM-based UWB system concept, in particular to ECMA368 standard, are already investigated in order to improve the performance of the future
systems. The proposed enhancements include, for example, higher order modulations,
wider bands, advanced channel coding, enhanced acquisition and synchronization,
adaptive bit loading, and MIMO techniques (Snow et al. 2007, Berens et al. 2007), as
well as more fundamental extensions to the system concept such as the inclusion of
frequency-domain CDM which is reviewed in the following section.
Enhanced frequency-domain spreading
In an MB-OFDM system complying with the ECMA-368 standard, frequency diversity
against frequency-selective fading and interference is utilized by four different methods.
These methods are the interleaving of channel coded bits across subcarriers and OFDM
symbols, frequency-hopping among three adjacent bands, frequency-domain spreading
in the form of transmitting the same information on two subcarriers within the same
OFDM symbol, and dual carrier modulation. However, 14 out of 30 logical channels
do not use frequency-hopping, and three medium rates out of eight supported data
rates in total do not use either frequency-domain spreading or dual carrier modulation.
Therefore, 17.5% of the possible combinations of a logical channel and a data rate utilize
frequency diversity only via channel coding and interleaving. Also the highest data rates
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with high rate coding provide very little redundancy for this purpose and, despite their
dual carrier modulation, may not achieve enough diversity for sufficient performance.
In order to enhance the obtained frequency diversity and, along with it, the performance, more extensive frequency-domain spreading by making use of spreading
sequences has been proposed for OFDM-based UWB communication systems. These
extensions shift the systems towards UWB MC-CDMA. Gerakoulis & Salmi (2002) was
one of the first to propose an OFDM system with frequency-domain CDM for providing
frequency diversity without sacrificing the data rate. The subcarrier combining scheme
of their receiver performed only despreading without weighting, which is equivalent
to EGC. It was shown by simulations that the impact of both the narrowband and
multipath interference is worse on an ordinary OFDM than on one with spreading. Park
et al. (2004) compared the error rate performance of DS-CDMA, MB-OFDM, and
MC-CDMA for UWB communications based on simulations, and found MC-CDMA
with EGC to outperform the other approaches. Ramachandran et al. (2004) proposed the
use of frequency-domain spreading sequences within the frequency bands of MB-OFDM
and showed that the spreading improves the performance greatly when MMSECC is
used for subcarrier combining. Similar results were also obtained with EGC by Peng
et al. (2006). Panday & Natarajan (2007) compared the performance of MB-OFDM
with different frequency-domain spreading sequences and concluded that all the considered sequences give similar performance with QPSK modulation, whereas with
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), differences arise. Stephan et al. (2007) proposed a
combination of MC-CDMA and OFDMA in which a block of subcarriers is assigned to
each SOP adaptively based on channel conditions. While the above studies were based
on simulations, analytical results illustrating the performance enhancements obtained by
frequency-domain CDM are presented in this thesis.
In the ECMA-368 standard, the separation of multiple SOPs on different logical
channels within the frequency bands of a band group is based on either the frequencyhopping or frequency-division principle, depending on a band group and a logical
channel. Since there are four frequency-hopping channels in addition to three fixed-band
channels sharing the three bands in each of the first four band groups, collisions
between SOPs are inevitable and gradually increase when the number of SOPs within a
band group exceeds three. The frequency-domain spreading by spreading sequences,
which was considered above as a method to provide frequency diversity, has also
been proposed as an alternative, code-division approach for accommodating multiple
SOPs in OFDM-based UWB systems. This approach, which is an application of the
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MC-CDMA technique, was simulated by Popescu & Yaddanapudi (2006) with different
spreading sequences, of which the Walsh-Hadamard sequences were found to give the
best performance. Gong et al. (2006) demonstrated by simulation that MC-CDMA
with orthogonal spreading codes can effectively mitigate the co-channel interference
in environments with multiple SOPs. Again, the above results for the application of
MC-CDMA in OFDM-based UWB systems were drawn from simulations. In this thesis,
on the other hand, analytical results are provided.
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4

Summary of the original articles

This chapter summarizes the research results obtained during this thesis work and
published in the appended original articles. The modeling of Rice fading channels for
the simulation of MIMO multicarrier system, which was considered in Articles I and
IV, is summarized in Section 4.1. The performance analysis of multirate MC-CDMA,
which was conducted by utilizing the above channel modeling methods and presented
in Articles II and III, is reviewed in Section 4.2. The application of the analysis to
OFDM-based UWB systems enhanced with frequency-domain CDM, introduced in
Articles V and VI, is summarized in Section 4.3.

4.1

Modeling of Rice fading MIMO multicarrier channels

The characterization of a Rice fading channel with temporal, spatial, and spectral
correlation, and a complying stochastic fading simulator, which were constructed in the
beginning of this thesis work, were first introduced in international forums in Article I. A
subsequent publication in Article IV was complemented by the review of the separable
temporal, spatial, and spectral correlation functions of fading and by additional results
on the performance of the presented simulator. The notation of symbols was revised for
Article IV, with which the symbols in this thesis comply. Following the sectioning in
the original articles, the summary is subdivided into the characterization of fading in
Section 4.1.1, the introduction of the fading simulator in Section 4.1.2, and an overview
of the simulator performance in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1

Characterization of fading

The modeled channel is composed of a transmit and a receive antenna array, and a
propagation environment composed of scatterers and a possible LOS path. Either the
transmitter or the receiver is mobile. For simplicity, the Doppler shift is assumed to
affect only the center carrier of a multicarrier system within an observation interval.
Similarly, the array dimensions are assumed to be small enough so that the phase shifts
across the arrays can be determined based solely on the center carrier. For the latter
to hold, Dt + Dr  c/(max f − min f ), where Dt and Dr are the transmit and receive
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array dimensions, respectively, c is the speed of light, and f is a subcarrier frequency.
For example, for relatively narrowband OFDM systems such as the mobile versions
of WiMAX and FLASH-OFDM with a minimum bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, the above
condition is generously Dt + Dr  240 m, whereas for UWB MB-OFDM with the
bandwidth of 528 MHz, it reduces to Dt + Dr  0.6 m.
The time domain representation of a lowpass received signal on a subcarrier can be
expressed as the sum of all multipath components, that is, as
r(t, pt , pr , f ) = ∑ ai e jϕi (t,pt ,pr , f ) s(t − τi ),

(1)

i

where t is time, pt and pr are the vectors determining the transmit and receive antenna
positions, respectively, f is the subcarrier frequency, s(t) is a transmitted baseband signal,
ai , ϕi (t, pt , pr , f ), and τi are the time domain path coefficient, phase, and propagation
delay, respectively, of the ith component. The phase is defined as


ϕi (t, pt , pr , f ) = 2π νit + (pt · dti + pr · dri )λc−1 − f τi ,

(2)

where νi is the Doppler frequency and dti and dri are the unit vectors determining the
departure and arrival directions, respectively, of the ith multipath component, and λc is
the wavelength of the center carrier.
The received lowpass signal can be rewritten as
r(t, pt , pr , f ) ≈

K

∑ s(t − τ̄k ) ∑ aki e jϕki (t,pt ,pr , f ) ,

k=1

(3)

i

where τ̄k denotes the mean delay of the kth cluster with the set of delays τ k = [mini τi +
(k −1)/W, mini τi +k/W ], where W is the bandwidth of a baseband signal on a subcarrier.
Now, aki and ϕki (t, pt , pr , f ) are the path coefficient and phase, respectively, of the
ith unresolvable multipath component in the kth resolvable path. The summation of
unresolvable multipath components in (3) is the channel coefficient for the kth resolvable
path, denoted as ck (t, pt , pr , f ). This coefficient is recast as
ck (t, pt , pr , f ) = ak0 e jϕk0 (t,pt ,pr , f ) + ∑ aki e jϕki (t,pt ,pr , f ) ,

(4)

i>0

where the two terms represent the parts of the channel coefficient that are, respectively,
due to the LOS or dominant scattered path, and due to the other scattered paths in
the kth resolvable path. These term are denoted, respectively, as c0k (t, pt , pr , f ) and
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csk (t, pt , pr , f ). When the scattered paths can be viewed as a continuum, csk (t, pt , pr , f )
can be expressed as
csk (t, pt , pr , f ) =

Z ZZZ

a(ν, dt , dr , τ) e jϕ(t,pt ,pr , f ) dν ddt ddr dτ,

(5)

τk

where a(ν, dt , dr , τ) is the spread function of the channel (Fleury 2000). Assuming
uncorrelated scattering (US) and i  1, it follows from the central limit theorem that csk
approaches a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable. When csk is added up with
c0k , the resulting coefficient ck = αk e jβk has a Rice distributed envelope αk and a phase
βk uniformly distributed over [0, 2π).
The cross-correlation between the channel coefficients of the resolvable paths is
assumed to be zero (Turkmani et al. 1991). The autocorrelation of the coefficients
ck (t, pt , pr , f ) can be partitioned according to the US assumption into a sum of the
autocorrelation functions for c0k (t, pt , pr , f ) and csk (t, pt , pr , f ). The autocorrelation of
c0k (t, pt , pr , f ) becomes
R0k (∆t, ∆pt , ∆pr , ∆ f ) = µk2 e jϕk0 (∆t,∆pt ,∆pr ,∆ f ) ,

(6)

where ∆(·) is a difference in the argument and µk2 is the power of c0k (t, pt , pr , f ). The
autocorrelation of csk (t, pt , pr , f ) can be written as
Rsk (∆t, ∆pt , ∆pr , ∆ f ) =

Z ZZZ

p(ν, dt , dr , τ) e jϕ(∆t,∆pt ,∆pr ,∆ f ) dν ddt ddr dτ,

(7)

τk

where p(ν, dt , dr , τ) is the power spectrum of the channel (Fleury 2000). Now, the
power spectrum can be partitioned as pk (ν, dt , dr , τ) = p(ν, dt , dr , τ)|τ∈ττ k . Then, the
RRRR
average power of csk (t, pt , pr , f ) is defined as σk2 =
pk (ν, dt , dr , τ) dν ddt ddr dτ.
If it can be assumed that
pk (ν, dt , dr , τ) = pk (ν) pk (dt , dr , τ),

(8)

where pk (ν) is the Doppler power spectrum, Rsk (∆t, ∆pt , ∆pr , ∆ f ) is the product of the
temporal and spatiospectral correlations, Rsk (∆t) and Rsk (∆pt , ∆pr , ∆ f ), respectively.
This assumption holds true, strictly speaking, only on the condition that the Doppler
frequency of an unresolvable multipath component is independent of the component’s
departure and arrival directions and propagation delay. The independence of the Doppler
frequency from the departure and arrival directions is best fulfilled when the scatterers
are moving in different directions, whereas that from the propagation delay is best
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fulfilled when multiple scatterers in the same direction have different distances from the
mobile.
Again, if it can be assumed that
pk (dt , dr , τ) = pk (dt , dr ) pk (τ),

(9)

where pk (τ) is the delay power spectrum, Rsk (∆pt , ∆pr , ∆ f ) is the product of the spatial
and spectral correlations Rsk (∆pt , ∆pr ) and Rsk (∆ f ), respectively. This assumption
holds true only on the condition that the delay of an unresolvable multipath component
is independent of the departure and arrival directions. This condition has been reported
to occur in obstructed or non-LOS links (Chong et al. 2003).
Once again, if it can be assumed that
pk (dt , dr ) = pk (dt ) pk (dr ),

(10)

where pk (dt ) and pk (dr ) are the direction power spectra for the transmitting and
receiving end, respectively, the joint spatial correlation is obtained as a product of the
respective spatial correlation functions Rsk (∆pt ) and Rsk (∆pr ). This assumption holds
true only on the condition that the departure and arrival directions of an unresolvable
multipath component are independent. This assumption has been shown to give good
approximations for 2 × 2 MIMO channels with non-LOS propagation, but to be more
mismatched in channels with larger MIMO dimensions or a LOS component (McNamara
et al. 2002, Özcelik et al. 2003).

4.1.2

Structure of a fading simulator

The presented realization of a small-scale fading simulator relies on the assumption (8).
This assumption firstly makes it possible to simulate fading channel coefficients with a
separable, commonly known temporal correlation and with the desired spatiospectral
correlation. Secondly, it enables a continuous flow of simulated channel coefficients in
time, and thirdly, results in a computationally less complex simulator. The number of
sequences to be generated is KLMN, where K, L, M and N are the number of resolvable
paths, subcarriers, and transmit and receive antennas, respectively. The K sets of LMN
sequences give the tap values of the well-known tapped delay-line model.
Note that when an OFDM system is modeled in the time domain, the channel can be
simulated as for a single-carrier system by employing a number of taps in a tapped
delay line. In the frequency-domain modeling of an OFDM system, the channel can be
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Uncorrelated white Gaussian noise generator
Time correlation shaping filtering
Space−frequency correlation transformation
Addition of deterministic component
Initial interpolation with lowpass filtering
Cubic interpolation to the channel sampling rate

Fig. 7. Structure of the small-scale fading simulator.

simulated as for a multicarrier system, and with only a single tap if the delay spread is
shorter than the guard interval. The proposed channel simulator can be used in both the
time-domain and frequency-domain approaches.
The broad outline of the simulator structure is presented in Fig. 7. The noise generator
outputs KLMN uncorrelated zero-mean complex white Gaussian noise sequences that
are fed to parallel time correlation shaping filters. After that, the mutually uncorrelated
output sequences with the desired temporal correlation are fed into a space-frequency
correlation transformation performed for the K sets of LMN samples to obtain the
desired spatiospectral correlation. Then the resulting Gaussian variables, representing
the part of channel coefficients that is due to the scattered multipath components, are
added up with complex deterministic variables, representing the part due to a LOS or
dominant scattered component. Finally, the sequences are interpolated to get to the
desired channel sampling rate. A more detailed description of the above mentioned parts
of the simulator and their realization is given in the following.
The desired temporal correlation for the Gaussian part of the channel coefficients
is generated by applying appropriate filtering to complex white Gaussian noise. The
frequency response of the filter approximates the square root of the desired Doppler
power spectrum that is related to the temporal correlation via the Fourier transform.
Time correlation shaping filtering is performed by a low order IIR filter to reduce the
computational complexity. Two filters with either the classical Jakes’ or flat spectra
were included. The filter coefficients for the classical spectrum were those given by
Stephenne & Champagne (2000). For compatibility, the filter for the flat spectrum
was designed by using the same sampling rate of three times the maximum Doppler
frequency and the same filter order of four as Stephenne & Champagne (2000) used.
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The transformation to obtain a desired spatiospectral correlation between the
Gaussian components of the channel coefficients is a linear memoryless operation
(Morgan 1984). It could be performed either before or after the time correlation shaping
filtering. In the latter case which was used in the simulator, it can be expressed as
(i)

cs = Ly(i) ,

(11)
(i)

where y(i) is the vector of outputs from the time correlation shaping filters, cs contains
the resulting correlated Gaussian components of the channel coefficients, and L is
obtained from the factorization of the diagonalization of K paths’ spatiospectral
covariance matrices, defined as
Σ pt pr f = LLH .

(12)

The factorization can be done, for example, by Cholesky factorization, which leads to
a lower triangular matrix L. Incomplete Cholesky factorization with an appropriate
drop tolerance was used instead of the complete one in order to improve the numerical
stability, reduce the computational load and enable the factorization of non-negative
definite covariance matrices.
Matrix Σ pt pr f ∈ CKLMN×KLMN can be expressed as

Σ pt pr f


Σ pt pr f 1
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0
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(13)

· · · Σ pt pr f K

where Σ pt pr f k ∈ CLMN×LMN is the spatiospectral covariance matrix for the kth path,
given by
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k11N

k1MN

kLMN

where σk2 is the average power of the Gaussian component in the kth path and ρklmn is

kl 0 m0 n0
(i)
(i)
the complex spatiospectral correlation coefficient between csklmn and cskl 0 m0 n0 . The power
σk2 in (14) is given by σk2 = Pk /(1 + Kk ), where Pk and Kk = µk2 /σk2 are the total power
and Rice K-factor, respectively, in the kth path. The power Pk is given by Pk = µk2 + σk2 .

If the assumption (9) holds, Σ pt pr f k is the Kronecker product of the spectral and spatial
covariance matrices Σ f k ∈ CL×L and Σ pt pr k ∈ CMN×MN , respectively. Furthermore, if
the assumption (10) holds, Σ pt pr k is obtained from the Kronecker product of the spatial
covariance matrices for the transmitter and receiver end, Σ pt k ∈ CM×M and Σ pr k ∈ CN×N ,
respectively.
The addition of the Gaussian and deterministic components of the channel coefh
iT
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)T
(i)T
ficients can be expressed as c(i) = c0 + cs , where c0 = c(i)T
c
·
·
·
c
01
02
0K
(i)

contains the vectors of deterministic components for the K paths. Vector c0k ∈ CLMN
for the kth path can be given as
(i)

c0k = µk a f k ⊗ a pt k ⊗ a pr k e j(ϑk i+ξk ) ,

(15)

where µk is the magnitude, vectors a f k , a pt k , and a pr k determine the phase shift over
subcarriers and transmit and receive antennas, respectively, ϑk is the phase shift over a
sampling interval, and ξk is a random initial phase uniformly distributed over [0, 2π), in
the kth path. The magnitude µk is given by µk = [Kk Pk /(1 + Kk )]1/2 .
After the addition of the deterministic component, the channel coefficients are
interpolated to get to the desired channel sampling frequency. Typically, the channel
sampling frequency is much higher than the sampling frequency of a time correlation
shaping filter, which results in a large interpolation factor. The classical interpolation with
zero-padding and lowpass filtering is computationally intensive when the interpolation
factor is large. A computationally simpler method such as the cubic interpolation can be
used with a high precision if the signal being interpolated has a sampling frequency
much higher than the Nyquist frequency. Therefore, the interpolation process can be
decomposed into two parts (Stephenne & Champagne 2000). The classical interpolation
is employed initially to achieve a higher sampling rate which is then further increased to
the desired value by the cubic interpolation. The filter for the classical interpolation was
a 28-order linear phase FIR filter using ten nonzero samples and the interpolation factor
of three. The cubic interpolation, including also decimation, was done in blocks of 6
output samples of the interpolation filter and over the midmost 3 sample intervals.
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4.1.3

Performance of the simulator

The critical operations in the simulator are the time correlation shaping filtering and
the subsequent interpolation. The non-ideal filter responses and cubic interpolation
may result in a distorted envelope distribution and inaccurate temporal correlation. The
space-frequency correlation transformation and the addition of the deterministic part, on
the other hand, can be done very accurately. They are not noticeably distorted by the
subsequent interpolation either. For the sake of comparison with the results reported by
Young & Beaulieu (2000), the results herein were obtained with 220 channel coefficients
and, if not otherwise stated, with the normalized maximum Doppler shift νD Ts = 0.05,
which results in a cubic interpolation factor of Ic = 20/9.
In order to provide comparable, quantitative quality measures for the time correlation
generation, the mean power margin Gmean and the maximum power margin Gmax
defined by Young & Beaulieu (2000) are given in the upper half of Table 1. As the
agreement between the theory and simulations improves, these measures approach 0
dB in logarithmic scale. The power margins are somewhat better for the flat than for
the classical Doppler power spectrum due to the more straightforward design of the
respective time correlation shaping filter. The power margins also decrease gradually for
Table 1. Comparison of methods for generating correlated fading.
Method
IIR & Interpolation
K = −∞ dB
K = 0 dB
K = 10 dB
IDFT
210 samples
220 samples
FIR
length-127
length-1023
SOS
16 sinusoids
256 sinusoids
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Doppler spectrum

Gmean [dB]

Gmax [dB]

Classical
Flat
Classical
Flat
Classical
Flat

0.094
0.029
0.048
0.015
0.0088
0.0025

0.11
0.033
0.053
0.017
0.0094
0.0031

298
298
300
300
300
300

Classical
Classical

1.7
0.0036

2.3
0.0040

80
160

Classical
Classical

0.86
0.086

0.93
0.093

500
4000

Classical
Classical

18.0
0.25

22.0
0.29

FLOPs/coeff.

300
4000

larger Rice K-factors, since larger portion of the coefficients is modeling the constant
envelope LOS or dominant scattered path whose phase is changing deterministically.
The lower part of Table 1 presents the power margins obtained with the IDFT
method with two different numbers of samples, with a direct FIR filtering with two
filter lengths, and with the SOS method with two different numbers of sinusoids. The
values for the IDFT method were obtained by averaging over several sequences, and for
the other two methods, they were quoted from those reported by Young & Beaulieu
(2000). The power margins obtained with the considered IIR filtering and subsequent
two part interpolation should be more than enough for all practical purposes and are
remarkably better than the ones obtained for the SOS or direct FIR filtering approaches
with a similar computational complexity. The accuracy of the IDFT method was found
to be approximately equally good for sequences of length 215 but inferior for sequences
shorter than that. The accuracy of the other methods, on the other hand, is invariable
with respect to the sequence length.
The spatiospectral correlation of simulated fading matches the desired one very well
when a small enough drop tolerance is used in incomplete Cholesky factorization of
(13). As the drop tolerance decreases, the incomplete Cholesky factorization approaches
the complete one and, therefore, results in better accuracy, which then becomes limited
by the number of samples. However, the robustness of the factorization towards badly
conditioned covariance matrices lessens with the drop tolerance. The same order
of accuracy as with the time-correlation generation is obtained already with a drop
tolerance of the order of 2 · 10−2 .
The number of floating-point operations (FLOPs) to generate a sequence of S > 1
temporally correlated Rayleigh fading channel coefficients is 1802d3νD Ts (S − 1)e + 28S,
where 1802 is the number of FLOPs used at each sampling interval of a time correlation
shaping filter, regardless of the number of generated coefficients, and 28 is the number of
FLOPs per coefficient used by the cubic interpolation. The computational complexity of
both the time correlation generation method proposed in this thesis and the IDFT method
is several orders of magnitude smaller than in the SOS or direct FIR filtering methods
with a similar accuracy, as can be seen from the last column of Table 1 which shows
the number of FLOPs per channel coefficient. For S = 215 and νD Ts = 0.05, for which
the proposed method and the IDFT method were found to be approximately equally
accurate, the proposed method is less complex for νD Ts < 0.017 and more accurate for
νD Ts < 0.05. Since the number of FLOPs in the IDFT method is 8S log2 (S), the number
of FLOPs per coefficient slightly decreases for shorter sequences, but at the cost of
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accuracy. The proposed method, on the other hand, maintains its accuracy without a
significant increase in the complexity down to sequence lengths of few tens of samples.
In addition to the FLOPs used in the generation of temporal correlation, the complete
Cholesky factorization based space-frequency correlation transformation and the addition
of a deterministic component use 4K[(LMN)2 +LMN] and 8KLMN FLOPs, respectively,
once in approximately every d1/3νD Ts e channel coefficients. When the incomplete
Cholesky factorization is used instead of the complete one, the number of FLOPs
per channel coefficient decreases because the number of zero elements in the lower
triangular matrix increases with the drop tolerance.

4.2

Performance analysis of multirate MC-CDMA

The performance analysis of multirate MC-CDMA over Rayleigh-fading channels with
a delay power spectrum exceeding the guard interval was published as a whole in Article
III. Shortly before it, some additional numerical results were presented in Article II. The
sectioning of the following summary of Articles II and III follows that of the original
articles. The system model is presented in Section 4.2.1, an overview of the performance
analysis is given Section 4.2.2, and the numerical results are summarized in Section
4.2.3.

4.2.1

System model

The unified system model enables the modeling of both the multicode and VSF multirate
schemes and also a hybrid of those two schemes, although realizations of the hybrid
are not considered in this section. In addition, the same model enables the modeling
of both synchronous and asynchronous transmission over both downlink and uplink
channels. The model comprises H active rate groups, the hth of which has a symbol rate
Rh and Kh active users. In the hybrid of the multicode and VSF schemes, each user
in the hth rate group employs Qh overlapping multicode streams, each of which are
composed of Ph parallel VSF streams. Therefore, the overall symbol rate in the hth
group is Rh = Qh Ph . The spreading factor and, therefore, the number of subcarriers
used for one stream in the hth rate group is Gh = L/Ph , where L is the total number
of available subcarriers. Note that in a plain multicode scheme Rh = Qh , Ph = 1, and
Gh = L, and in a plain VSF scheme Rh = Ph , Qh = 1, and Gh = L/Ph .
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Fig. 8. Transmitter for a hybrid of the multicode and VSF multirate schemes.

The block diagram of a hybrid multicode and VSF multirate transmitter for one user
is illustrated in Fig. 8. The transmitted baseband signal of the kth user in the hth rate
group at time t can be expressed as
Qh Ph

∞

uhk (t) =

∑

Ah

i=−∞

∑

(i)

∑ dhkqp

q=1 p=1

Gh

∑ shkqg ps (t − iTs ) e jωl (t−iTs ) ,

(16)

g=1

p
where Ah = Es /Ts Gh is the amplitude in the hth group, in which Es is the symbol
(i)
energy, dhkqp and shkqg are, respectively, the ith data symbol of the pth VSF substream
and the gth chip of the qth multicode stream of the kth user in the hth group, ps (t) is a
rectangular symbol waveform of length Ts including a useful symbol span Tu and a
guard interval Tg , and ωl = 2π(l − 1)/Tu is the angular frequency of the lth subcarrier.
The subcarrier index l depends on whether interleaving is used or not and is defined as

(p − 1)G + g, noninterleaved,
h
l ≡ l(h, p, g) =
(17)
 p + (g − 1)P , interleaved.
h

After propagation over a multipath channel, the received lowpass signal is given as
r(t) =

∞

∑

H

Kh Qh Ph

∑ Ah ∑

i=−∞ h=1

∑

(i)

∑ dhkqp

k=1 q=1 p=1

Gh

(i)

∑ shkqg ∑ chkn ps (t − iTs − τhkn ) e jωl (t−iTs −τhkn )

g=1

n

+ n(t), (18)
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Fig. 9. Receiver for a hybrid of the multicode and VSF multirate schemes.
(i)

where chkn and τhkn are the complex path coefficient and delay of the nth multipath
component of the kth user in the hth rate group, and n(t) is complex zero-mean white
Gaussian noise with power spectral density N0 . Following the US assumption, the
complex path coefficients are assumed to be independent for different n. In an uplink,
users are assumed to experience independent but identically distributed channels. The
delay τhkn is defined as τhkn = τhk + τn , where τhk and τn are the relative user and
path delay, respectively. The user delays τhk are assumed to be zero for synchronous
transmission and independent and uniformly distributed over [0, Ts ) for asynchronous
transmission. The path delays τn are defined as 0 ≤ τn < τn+1 < Ts . It follows that τhkn ∈
[0, Ts ) for synchronous transmission and τhkn ∈ [0, 2Ts ) for asynchronous transmission.
The channel is assumed to vary in time so slowly that it can be considered to be
(i)
(i−1)
quasi-static over adjacent symbol intervals, that is, chkn ≈ chkn . It is also assumed that
the number n of multipath components is large throughout the considered delay range.
The block diagram of the receiver for one user is illustrated in Fig. 9. After the
integrate-and-dump (I&D) operation, the output of the OFDM demodulator for the lth
subcarrier of the kth user in the hth rate group at the ith symbol interval can be expressed
as
Z
(i)

yhkl =
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(i+1)Ts −Tg +τ̂hk

iTs +τ̂hk

r(t)e− jω̂l (t−iTs −τ̂hk ) dt,

(19)

where τ̂hk and ω̂l are the estimated user delay and subcarrier frequency, respectively. It
is assumed that the time and frequency synchronization is perfect, that is, τ̂hk = τhk and
ω̂l = ωl . Without the loss of generality, the delay of the user of interest is set to zero.
The decision metric is then obtained as a weighted sum of Gh demodulated subcarrier
components and is given by
Gh

(i)

Uhkqp =

(i)

∑ w∗hkqpg yhkl ,

(20)

g=1

where whkqpg is a combining weight and (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate. Note that
combining includes also despreading.
After substituting (18) into (19) and performing the integration, the decision metric
(i)
Uhkqp can be decomposed as
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

Uhkqp = Dhkqp + Ihkqp + Nhkqp ,
(i)

(i)

(21)

(i)

where Dhkqp , Ihkqp and Nhkqp are due to the desired signal, interference, and noise,
(i)

respectively. The desired signal term Dhkqp can be written as
(i)

Dhkqp =

r

Es Tu (i) Gh ∗
d
∑ whkqpg chkl shkqg ,
Ts hkqp g=1

(22)

where chkl is the effective frequency domain channel coefficient for the lth subcarrier of
the kth user in the hth rate group. The effective channel coefficient is given by
[0,T ]

(T ,Ts )2

chkl = chkl g + chklg
[0,T ]

,

(23)

(T ,T )

where chkl g and chklg s 2 represent the effective channel coefficients terms that are
composed of the multipath components in the delay ranges from 0 to Tg and from Tg to
Ts , respectively. It follows from the US assumption and the central limit theorem that the
channel coefficients are spectrally correlated zero-mean complex Gaussian random
variables with a Rayleigh distributed envelope and a uniformly distributed phase. The
(i)
interference term Ihkqp can be decompressed as
(i)

Ihkqp =
(i)

where Ihkqpg

Kh0 Qh0

Ph0

Gh0

Gh

H

g=1

Ihkqpg ,
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
0
0
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0

∑ w∗hkqpg

(i)

(24)

h =1 k =1 q =1 p =1 g =1 h k q p g

is the mutual interference from the g0 th chip of the p0 th VSF substream

h0 k0 q0 p0 g0

of the q0 th multicode stream of the k0 th user in the h0 th group to the gth chip of the
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pth VSF substream of the qth multicode stream of the kth user in the hth group at
(i)
the ith symbol interval. The mutual interference Ihkqpg can be categorized as either
h0 k0 q0 p0 g0

intercarrier interference (ICI) that is the interference from the same or another stream on
another subcarrier, intercode interference that is the interference from another stream on
the same subcarrier, or ISI that is the interference from the preceding symbol of the
(i)
same stream on the same subcarrier. The noise term Nhkqp is an independent complex
zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance
Gh

σN2 = N0

∑ |whkqpg |2 .

(25)

g=1

4.2.2

Performance analysis

After the combining of demodulated subcarrier components, the instantaneous SINR of
a received symbol can be expressed as


(i) 2
D
hkqp


(26)
γhkqp = E (i)
,

2
{dhkqp },n(t)
(i)
(i)
Ihkqp + Nhkqp
where E

(i)

(·) denotes the expectation over noise and the set of transmitted

{dhkqp },n(t)
(i)
symbols {dhkqp }, h = 1, . . . , H, k = 1, . . . , Kh , q = 1, . . . , Qh ,

p = 1, . . . , Ph , i = −∞, . . . , ∞.
After substitution of (22), (24), and (25), and assuming that the transmitted symbols
are independent and have zero mean and unit variance, the SINR given in (26) can be
rewritten in matrix notation as
2
h
i
(0)
wH
shkq
hkqp diag Chk
l,l
h
i
γhkqp =
,
T
N
s 0
wH
hkqp RIhkqp + Tu Es I whkqp

(27)


T
where whkqp = whkqp1 , . . . , whkqpGh is a vector containing the combining weights for
(0)
the subcarriers used, Chk is a channel coupling matrix, diag(·) is a diagonal matrix with
the same diagonal elements as the matrix in the argument, [·]i,j is a submatrix of the
matrix in the argument and is composed of the rows and columns indexed, respectively,
in vectors i and j, l ≡ lhp = [l(h, p, 1), . . . , l(h, p, Gh )] is the vector of indices of the used

T √
subcarriers, shkq = shkq1 , . . . , shkqGh / Gh is the vector containing the chips, RIhkqp
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denotes an interference covariance matrix, I is the identity matrix, and (·)T and (·)H
denote the transpose and the complex conjugate transpose, respectively.
By employing the central limit theorem based Gaussian approximation for the
interference, the SINR γhkqp in (27) which is conditioned on fading, user delays,
spreading sequences, and combining weights, can be used in known error probability
expressions for an AWGN channel. The error probability in an AWGN channel PAWGN
is then averaged over the SINR distribution p(γhkqp ) to get the error probability in a
fading channel, that is,
Pfading =

Z ∞
0

PAWGN (γhkqp )p(γhkqp )dγhkqp .

(28)

For rectangular QAM, which is commonly used in OFDM systems and into which
category also the modulation formats considered in this study fall, PAWGN is given
by Cho & Yoon (2002, eqn. 22). Due to the difficulty in obtaining the distribution
function p(γhkqp ), this study resorts to Monte Carlo integration in averaging the error
rate performance over fading, user delays, and a given set of spreading sequences.
The elements of channel coupling matrices, which embody both the effective channel
coefficients and the coupling of intercarrier, intercode and intersymbol interference,
are composed of frequency domain channel coefficient terms derived for multipath
delay ranges from 0 to Tg , from Tg to Ts , from Ts to Ts + Tg , and from Ts + Tg to 2Ts . The
channel coefficient terms, which are spectrally correlated within the delay ranges, can be
generated for Monte Carlo integration by using a correlation transformation similar
to that presented in the summary of Articles I and IV in Section 4.1. The operation
exploits the factorization of the spectral covariance matrix of the channel coefficient
terms. The covariance matrix was derived assuming an exponentially decaying delay
power spectrum that was truncated to Ts .

4.2.3

Numerical results

The number of subcarriers was 32 and the subcarrier combining schemes considered
were MRC, EGC, ORC, MMSECC, MMSEUC, and OC. If not otherwise stated,
spreading was done by Walsh-Hadamard OVSF sequences and modulation was BPSK.
The length of the guard interval was 20% of the useful symbol part, that is, Tg /Tu = 1/5,
from which it follows that Tg /Ts = 1/6, that is, approximately 17%. Note that the
analysis does not rely on the absolute but on the relative values of Ts , Tu , Tg , and σd .
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In Article III, the bit error probability (BEP) Pb as a function of the multipath rms
delay spread normalized with the guard interval σd /Tg was evaluated for the different
combining schemes in conjunction with the multicode scheme and the VSF scheme both
with and without interleaving over a downlink and both a synchronous and asynchronous
uplink. The SNR per bit, Eb /N0 was 20 dB. The system was fully loaded and had 8 users
with R = 1, that is, with a single stream, and 3 users with R = 8, that is, with 8 streams.
Therefore, all the 8 · 1 + 3 · 8 = 32 available spreading sequences of length 32 were used
in the multicode scheme. In the VSF scheme, 3 out of the 4 available length-4 sequences
and all the 8 length-32 offspring sequences of the 4th length-4 sequence were used.
In Article II, a similar evaluation was done with OC and rates R = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 over a
downlink. A simple modulation format, full or close to full system load, high SNR and
rates of wide range were chosen in order to emphasize the differences that the multirate
and combining schemes have in their ability to cope with the interuser and interstream
interference that are inherent in multirate MC-CDMA systems. If not otherwise stated,
the following discussions are based on the above mentioned evaluations.
When the delay spread is very low, the BEP is the same for the both multirate
schemes and all the transmission rates and combining schemes in both a downlink and
synchronous uplink channel. In this situation, fading is frequency nonselective and,
consequently, there is no spectral diversity to be exploited in combining. But neither is
there interference, neither between the users and streams due to the frequency selectivity
of the channel, nor between the carriers and adjacent symbols due to significant multipath
components exceeding the guard interval. Therefore, the performance is dictated by
the AWGN level, and the differences in the capability of the multirate and combining
schemes to utilize channel diversity or mitigate interference have no effect. The
frequency nonselectivity of the channel sustains the orthogonality between the users
also in the case of a synchronous uplink, even though the users experience independent
fading. However, the differences in the performance of the combining schemes arise
already at normalized delay spread values of the order of 10−4 , whereas in a downlink
the differences do not arise until σd /Tg is almost one order larger. In an asynchronous
uplink, the performance is degraded in comparison with the synchronous counterpart.
This is due to the interference that is caused by the loss of orthogonality between the
users regardless of the delay spread. Moreover, the BEPs of the different rates differ
even at low delay spreads. This is because the users no longer share the same channel
and, consequently, the lower rate users perform worse as they experience more multiuser
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interference which is more difficult to combat than the interference between the streams
of a higher rate user.
Due to an increasing part of the delay power spectrum exceeding the guard interval,
ISI turns the BEP to rise at around σd /Tg of 0.2 to 0.3. Therefore, with the given system
parameters the guard interval should be at least 4 times the rms delay spread in the case
of an exponentially decaying delay power spectrum in order to insure that the ISI does
not limit the performance.
In Article II, the BEP was also evaluated as a function of Eb /N0 for the multicode
scheme with rates R = 1, 8 and for both Walsh-Hadamard and orthogonal Gold spreading
sequences over a downlink and both a synchronous and asynchronous uplink. MMSEUC,
σd /Tg = 0.2, and 3 users of the both rates were applied. The performance in a
synchronous uplink is clearly degraded in comparison with a downlink. Still, it is
significantly better than in an asynchronous uplink where the performance is limited by
severe intercarrier interference. Orthogonal Gold sequences were found to result in
notably better BEP than Walsh-Hadamard sequences, especially in an uplink.
Comparison of multirate schemes
The multicode multirate scheme results in identical BEP for the different rates in a
downlink. This is expected since all the streams are transmitted with equal power on
all subcarriers and undergo the same fading. In an uplink, however, there are some
differences. In a synchronous uplink, the BEPs for the different rates are the same at low
delay spreads but deviate slightly for the advantage of the higher rate streams as the
delay spread increases. The reason for this was already pointed out above in context
with an asynchronous uplink.
The VSF multirate scheme differs fundamentally from the multicode scheme in that
it results in different BEPs for the different rates even in a downlink. In general, in
both a downlink and uplink and whether or not interleaving is used, the BEP is lower
for low-rate streams than for high-rate streams when the more advanced MMSECC,
MMSEUC, or OC combining schemes are used. For the simpler MRC, EGC, and ORC
schemes, the situation is the opposite. The advanced combining schemes, especially
MMSEUC and OC, can utilize diversity and suppress interference the better the smaller
the rate, that is, the wider in frequency the streams are spread. The simpler combining
schemes, on the other hand, suffer more from the increased interference than benefit from
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the additional spectral diversity when the number of subcarriers per stream increases
inversely proportionally to the rate.
The comparison of the BEPs for the multicode and VSF schemes in a downlink
reveals that the multicode scheme is performing, depending on the rate and combining
scheme, either considerably better than or approximately as well as the VSF scheme with
or without interleaving. Considerably better performance with the multicode scheme is
obtained for the high-rate streams by using MMSECC, MMSEUC or OC which can
utilize the increased spectral diversity. The multicode scheme is also better for the rate-1
streams when EGC or MMSECC is used, although the streams use all the subcarriers
in the both multirate schemes. These combining schemes seem to be vulnerable to
the concentration of the power of the high-rate streams on fewer subcarriers which
is inherent to the VSF scheme. In Article III, the VSF scheme was found to provide
noticeably better performance only for the rate-8 streams and only with MRC and when
no interleaving was used. Of the considered combining schemes, MRC copes with
interference worst and, consequently, the smaller the number of subcarriers assigned for
a stream, the less interference is collected. In Article II where OC was used, the VSF
scheme performed better only with rate 1 and without interleaving.
Interleaving in conjunction with the VSF scheme improves the performance of
only the higher rate streams and only when MMSECC, MMSEUC, or OC is used.
The lower rate streams with the aforementioned combining schemes and the streams
of the both rates with the other combining schemes have in fact worse performance
when interleaving is used. Without interleaving, the channel is piecewise frequency
nonselective over the subcarriers assigned for a higher rate stream and, consequently, the
higher rate stream remains orthogonal to the lower rate streams to some extent. Only the
higher rate streams with MMSECC, MMSEUC, and OC benefit from interleaving as
they benefit more from the additional diversity than suffer from the loss of orthogonality.
In a synchronous uplink, the multicode scheme and the VSF scheme with or without
interleaving are performing almost equally well for the rate 1 in conjunction with all
the combining schemes. For the rate 8, however, the multicode scheme is better with
MMSEUC and OC, which was the case also in a downlink channel. With the rest of
the combining schemes, the VSF scheme without interleaving is better. The loss of
orthogonality between the users, which arises with the delay spread, is accelerated in an
uplink by the independency of their fading channels. The higher rate streams suffer from
this the least when the VSF scheme without interleaving is used in conjunction with the
less advanced combining schemes. In that case, the higher rate streams benefit from
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the piecewise frequency nonselectivity of the channel which the interleaving would
remove and which the multicode scheme does not provide in the first place. Opposite to
a downlink, the loss of piecewise frequency nonselectivity in interleaving deteriorates
the performance of the higher rate streams in the VSF scheme also when MMSECC,
MMSEUC, and OC are used.
The above statements about the relative performance of the multirate schemes in
a synchronous uplink also hold true for the asynchronous case. Moreover, the loss
of orthogonality between the users due to their asynchronicity raises a difference in
the performance of the rate-8 streams in favor of the multicode scheme already in
frequency-nonselective channels when MMSEUC and OC schemes are used. These
combining schemes can utilize the additional diversity against interference that the
multicode scheme can provide over the VSF scheme at the higher rates.
Comparison of combining schemes
The MMSEUC and OC subcarrier combining schemes, which determine the combining
weights jointly for all subcarriers being combined, are the best at exploiting the
increasing diversity while not enhancing noise or giving rise to interference. Indeed, they
perform better as the delay spread increases. This holds true especially for a downlink
but also for an uplink. These two schemes have practically an equal performance up to
the normalized rms delay spread of approximately 0.2. Beyond that point, ISI increases
to the extent that the performance of both of the schemes weakens dramatically. OC
suffers slightly less from ISI as it bases the computation of combining weights on the
interference covariance matrix only and not on the whole received signal as MMSEUC
does. This advantage of OC on high delay spreads, however, may not be sufficient in the
tradeoff for its higher computational complexity.
Also MMSECC benefits greatly from frequency selectivity, but only in a downlink
where it is able to restore the orthogonality between the users. In conjunction with the
multicode multirate scheme, MMSECC is actually performing as well as MMSEUC and
OC in a fully loaded system, except for the highest delay spreads where it suffers from
ISI more than the other two. This, together with a lower computational complexity
in comparison with MMSEUC and OC, makes MMSECC an attractive choice for
a downlink. In partially loaded systems, however, MMSECC performs worse than
MMSEUC, which was shown already by Hélard et al. (2000) and confirmed in Article II
where also the BEP as a function of the number of streams in the multicode scheme was
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evaluated. Moreover, MMSECC needs information on the other active streams in the
system and also on the noise level, which are not required by the simpler combining
schemes that are discussed in the following.
Even EGC benefits slightly from frequency selectivity in a downlink, especially in
conjunction with the multicode scheme with which it performs better than or as well
as ORC regardless of the delay spread, but also in conjunction with rate 1 in the VSF
scheme without interleaving in which case it performs better than or as well as ORC
at σd /Tg below 7 · 10−2 . MRC, on the other hand, is clearly performing worse than
EGC and ORC in a downlink since it pronouncedly distorts the orthogonality of the
users and streams. In Article II, where the BEP was considered as a function of the
number of streams in the multicode scheme, EGC was also found to perform better than
MRC and ORC except for the single stream case in which MRC achieves the optimum
performance. Therefore, EGC compromises fairly successfully the diversity utilization
and interference rejection properties of MRC and ORC, respectively.
In a downlink, the performance of ORC degrades more rapidly than that of EGC at
high delay spreads where ISI arises. Up to that point, ORC is able to combat interuser
and interstream interference by the channel inversion. However, ORC suffers from
the noise enhancement as a channel becomes frequency selective, that is, noise on
deeply faded subcarriers is greatly amplified in the channel inversion. The performance
degradation due to the noise enhancement is interestingly at its highest at medium delay
spreads and eases off as the delay spread further increases. This can be explained by
the fact that as the selectivity of the fading becomes high enough, deep fades suppress
fewer subcarriers when they occur and, respectively, severe noise amplification takes
place on fewer subcarriers in one combining act. Since ORC prevents the intercode
interference between the streams in a downlink, it results in invariable performance over
the system load, as was shown in Article II. In both a synchronous and asynchronous
uplink, ORC performs worse than both EGC and MRC as the delay spread increases.
This is because the orthogonality between the users can not be restored when they
experience independent frequency-selective fading. Instead, the interference on deeply
faded subcarriers is greatly amplified.
Comparison of modulation schemes
The usage of higher order modulation schemes does not change what was stated above
about the performance differences of the multirate schemes, although the BEP gradually
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increases with the modulation order. At very low delay spreads in a downlink and
synchronous uplink, where there is no interference present yet, QPSK expectedly
results in the same performance as BPSK and performs clearly better than 16-QAM.
As the delay spread increases, the performance with the higher order modulations
degrades gradually earlier than with BPSK because of the greater sensitivity to the
arising interference.
The greater interference sensitivity of QPSK and 16-QAM also emphasizes the
differences that the combining schemes have in their ability to combat interference.
Therefore, in conjunction with the higher order modulations, opposite to the case of
BPSK, EGC performs much worse than ORC also with the multicode scheme in a
downlink. Otherwise, the relative order of the combining schemes does not change as
the performance is gradually degraded with QPSK and 16-QAM.

4.3

OFDM-UWB systems enhanced with MC-CDMA

The performance analysis of multirate MC-CDMA when applied to frequency-domain
code-division multiplexed OFDM-based UWB systems was presented in the original
articles separately for scenarios with either a single or multiple SOPs. The case of a
single piconet, in which CDM is used only to enhance the obtained frequency diversity
while maintaining the transmission rate, was published in Article VI that is summarized
below in Section 4.3.1. The case of multiple SOPs, in which CDM is also used to
provide multiple-access, was published in Article V that is summarized in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1

A single piconet

The system model was modified from that of Article III and is indeed now a hybrid of
the VSF and multicode techniques. Therefore, it enables the modeling of a continuum
of schemes from a plain nonspread OFDM scheme to a maximally spread multicode
scheme via medium-spread combinations of the VSF and multicode transmissions.
The overall symbol rate R is a product of the numbers of multicode and VSF streams
and it should be equal to the number of subcarriers L in order to maintain equal,
maximal rate for different schemes. The combining schemes considered are ORC and
MMSECC. For the numerical results, the number of subcarriers was limited to 32
for simplicity, the modulation was QPSK, and the length of the guard interval was
20% of the symbol interval, that is, Tg /Ts = 0.2, which is close to the Tg /Ts = 0.22 of
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a standardized UWB-OFDM (Ecma International 2005). If not otherwise stated, the
spreading sequences were Walsh-Hadamard sequences and the SNR per bit, Eb /N0 was
15 dB.
The BEP as a function of the rms delay spread normalized with the guard interval,
σd /Tg , was derived for the different possible spreading factors G and for both noninterleaved and interleaved cases. At very low σd /Tg , where the fading is frequency
nonselective, the performance is the same regardless of the combining scheme, spreading
factor, or whether or not interleaving is used, as stated in Section 4.2.3. The differences
in the performance of the different schemes become apparent when the frequency
selectivity of a channel increases with σd /Tg .
The channel inversion of ORC ensures that the orthogonality between the multicode
streams is maintained and, consequently, intercode interference does not ruin the
performance. However, the channel inversion prevents the utilization of frequency
diversity that increases with the spreading factor. The increased frequency selectivity,
quite on the contrary, results in a severer noise enhancement and, therefore, in a
performance degradation which arises already before σd /Tg = 0.01 for a spreading
factor of G = 32. For smaller spreading factors, this performance degradation arises
earlier with than without interleaving.
The ability of MMSECC to utilize the increasing frequency diversity, without
suffering excessively from intercarrier interference, results in a significant performance
enhancement when larger spreading factors are used. In the case of the smallest
spreading factors with interleaving, however, the noise enhancement overrides the
benefit of diversity at the considered SNR level. The interleaving, nevertheless, improves
the performance obtained with the spreading factors of 8 and 16 already at fairly low
delay spreads. The performance of MMSECC with the spreading factors of 8 and above
is at its best around σd /Tg = 0.2. With Tg /Ts = 0.2 and Ts = 312.5 ns defined by Ecma
International (2005), the above rms delay spread corresponds to σd = 12.5 ns that is
common for NLOS indoor channels (Batra et al. 2004). As the delay spread further
increases and a greater portion of the delay power spectrum exceeds the guard interval,
ISI causes the BEP of both MMSECC and ORC to rise. This occurs slightly later for
larger spreading factors as they have diversity against interference.
The BEP as a function of Eb /N0 for the different spreading factors and MMSECC
with and without interleaving at σd /Tg = 0.2 was also presented. As with any other
scheme that is providing diversity, the higher the SNR, the more gain frequency-domain
spreading gives. Moreover, increasing the diversity order, which is the spreading factor
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herein, improves the performance at higher SNR levels, although the improvement
gradually lessens at each step. Naturally, interleaving does not improve the experienced
frequency selectivity with the spreading factors of 1 and 32, but is advantageous with G =
4, 8, and 16 at higher SNR levels. With G = 2, however, the deterioration due to the noise
enhancement overwhelms the potential diversity benefit and, eventually, interleaving
worsens the performance even at higher SNR levels. At low SNR, interleaving degrades
the performance also with G = 4. Altogether, even the lowest possible spreading factor
of G = 2 results in performance improvement over the plain OFDM with G = 1 when
the SNR increases sufficiently.
The multicode transmission also provides a flexible way to control the transmission
rate. The number of employed multicode streams may be reduced in order to lessen
the intercode interference and, therefore, trade rate for error rate performance. To
illustrate this, the BEP as a function of the number of multicode streams with G = 32
and MMSECC was derived. In addition to Walsh-Hadamard spreading sequences,
also orthogonal Gold sequences were considered. Decrease in the number of active
streams improves the error rate performance, although a more significant improvement
would be most likely obtained by using all streams and a channel code with a respective
decrease in the rate. The orthogonal Gold sequences interestingly give a somewhat
better performance than the Walsh-Hadamard sequences when there are only a few
streams. For larger numbers of streams, however, the performance of these two sequence
sets is very similar.

4.3.2

Multiple simultaneously operating piconets

The system model differs from the above single-SOP model in that it accommodates a
continuum of schemes from a plain nonspread single-SOP OFDM scheme to a maximally
spread multi-SOP, multicode scheme via medium-spread VSF transmissions. The
number of active SOPs is denoted by K and they are assumed to be time-synchronized
and of equal received power. For simplicity, all SOPs are assumed to have the same
number of multicode and VSF streams, denoted by Q and P, respectively, and therefore
the same rate R = QP. The system load with orthogonal spreading sequences is assumed
to be maximal, that is, QPK equals the number of subcarriers L. The combining
schemes considered are MMSECC and MMSEUC. For the numerical results, similarly
to the single-SOP case, 32 subcarriers, QPSK modulation, Walsh-Hadamard spreading
sequences, a guard interval of 20% of the symbol interval and an Eb /N0 of 15 dB were
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used. The BEP as a function of the rms delay spread normalized with the guard interval,
σd /Tg , was derived for the different numbers of SOPs with either the multicode scheme
or the VSF scheme either with or without interleaving. In the VSF scheme, the spreading
factor G was minimal for the accommodation of all SOPs, that is, G = K, whereas in the
multicode scheme the spreading was maximal, that is, G = L.
Although MMSECC and MMSEUC perform similarly with only a single SOP, the
performance of MMSECC starts to degrade in a multi-SOP environment immediately
when the subcarriers that are employed by a data stream become frequency selective
and, consequently, the orthogonality between the SOPs deteriorates. In the VSF scheme
without interleaving, the smaller the G, the longer the subcarriers remain piecewise
frequency nonselective. With interleaving, as well as with the multicode scheme, the
loss of orthogonality between the SOPs starts already before σd /Tg = 10−3 , regardless
of K. Moreover, the performance with the multicode or interleaved VSF scheme with
only two SOPs is nearly as bad as with larger numbers of SOPs at larger delay spreads.
Consequently, MMSECC can not provide an acceptable performance in a multi-SOP
environment, except maybe with the noninterleaved VSF scheme and very limited
number of SOPs.
The performance of MMSEUC does not degrade as a channel becomes frequency
selective. The combining weights, which are jointly determined for all the subcarriers
of a data stream, can suppress the interference from other SOPs. In the VSF scheme,
neither interleaving, the number of SOPs, nor the normalized delay spread σd /Tg when
below 0.2 appreciably affect the performance of MMSEUC. In the multicode scheme,
on the other hand, MMSEUC and also MMSECC can utilize all the frequency selectivity
as diversity when there is only a single SOP and consequently no interference from other
SOPs to be mitigated. This can significantly improve the performance over that obtained
in the VSF scheme. However, after more than two SOPs, the interference mitigation
trades off the diversity utilization in MMSEUC. Consequently, the performance with
more than 2 SOPs is invariant with respect to K and dictated by an AWGN level. With
MMSECC, on the other hand, already one other SOP ruins the performance, as was
discussed above. When the delay spread increases above σd /Tg = 0.2, ISI causes the
BEP of MMSEUC to rise rapidly.
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5

Conclusion

This thesis consisted of three main areas based on the characterization and simulation of
small-scale fading multicarrier MIMO channels, on the performance analysis of multirate
MC-CDMA systems over delay dispersive channels, and on the application of the
analysis on OFDM-based UWB systems enhanced with frequency-domain code-division
multiplexing is summarized below in Section 5.1. Possible future extensions to the
conducted research are considered subsequently in Section 5.2.

5.1

Summary and discussion

Firstly, an extensive review of the literature on small-scale fading mobile radio channels
and their simulation was presented. Drawing on the existing literature, a statistical
characterization of a small-scale fading mobile radio channel and a conforming fading
channel simulator for the simulation of MIMO multicarrier systems were derived. The
channel was presented as a well-known tapped delay line model with time-, space-,
and frequency-selective taps representing channel coefficients of resolvable multipath
clusters. These resolvable paths were modeled as the sum of a LOS or dominant
scattered path and a number of unresolvable scattered paths and, therefore, were
Rice fading. The unresolvable scattered paths were modeled based on the channel
spread function, that is, the joint spread in Doppler frequency, in direction at both a
transmitter and receiver, and in delay. In the special case where the channel spread was
separable in the aforementioned factors, the model unified the well-known independent
characteristics of fading in time, space, at both the mobile and base station, and
frequency. In the simulator, the small-scale fading channel coefficients were composed
of a complex valued deterministic part and a zero-mean Gaussian part and, consequently,
the coefficients had a Rice distributed envelope. The Gaussian parts had desired temporal,
spatial, and spectral correlation characteristics, whereas the deterministic parts had a
constant magnitude and a phase varying over time, space, and frequency.
The presented simulator has a low computational complexity and an excellent
accuracy in the generation of a time-, space-, and frequency-selective Rice fading
channel with well-defined characteristics. In contrast with the sum-of-sinusoids and
direct FIR filtering based fading simulators, the accuracy of the presented simulator is
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superb. In contrast with the IDFT-based simulators, on the other hand, the accuracy of
the presented simulator is insensitive to the length of the simulated fading sequence
and is maintained without a significant increase in complexity down to the sequence
lengths of few tens of samples. Consequently, the method considered in this paper can
be regarded as the most suitable when it is desirable that the channel coefficients can
be generated as they are needed, and especially when the length of the sequence is
not known in advance or is either very short or long. The fading simulator has found
extensive use in performance evaluations of various multiantenna and multicarrier
systems that have been conducted by research colleagues in both academia and industry.
Secondly, a review was given on spread-spectrum communications with an emphasis
on MC-CDMA with frequency-domain spreading that is considered as a promising air
interface candidate especially for a downlink channel of future multi-user communication
systems. Since the efficient support of various multimedia services in future systems
requires a multirate capability, the performance of MC-CDMA with the multicode and
VSF multirate schemes over Rayleigh fading frequency-selective channels was analyzed.
The VSF scheme was considered both with and without interleaving. The analysis
contained a synchronous downlink and both a synchronous and asynchronous uplink.
The delay power spectrum of a channel was assumed to be exponentially decaying
with a given rms delay spread and not truncated to the length of a guard interval as is
commonly carried out in the literature. Therefore, ISI was also taken into account.
The results show that the multicode multirate scheme can offer a better error rate
performance than the VSF scheme. Moreover, the multicode scheme enables similar
performance for different rates, opposite to the VSF scheme in which the performance
of different rates varies greatly. It was also shown that besides the more advanced and
complex OC and MMSEUC combining methods, also the simpler MMSECC gives a
good performance in a downlink, even in a fully loaded system. In an uplink, however,
only OC and MMSEUC give reasonably good, nearly equal performances. As expected,
the performance in an asynchronous uplink is greatly degraded in comparison with
the synchronous counterpart. The orthogonal Gold spreading sequences were shown
to result in a slightly better performance than the Walsh-Hadamard sequences in the
multicode scheme. With the considered system parameters, the guard interval should be
approximately five times the rms delay spread of an exponentially decaying delay power
spectrum in order to secure that ISI does not limit the performance.
Thirdly, the performance analysis of multirate MC-CDMA was applied to OFDMbased UWB systems enhanced with frequency-domain CDM. The results for a single
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piconet case show that frequency-domain spreading can significantly improve the
performance when sufficient spreading factors and a suitable combining method such as
MMSECC is used. MMSECC was shown to be able to resist intercode interference
while exploiting frequency diversity that is available in a typical UWB radio channel
already with a spreading factor of as low as 8. As expected, larger spreading factors and
interleaving provided further performance improvements. The ability of the multicode
scheme to trade transmission rate for an improved error rate performance was also
illustrated.
In the case of multiple simultaneously operating synchronous piconets, it was shown
that frequency-domain CDMA can be employed to accommodate multiple SOPs while
maintaining an acceptable performance when a suitable combining method such as
MMSEUC is used. Both the VSF and multicode schemes were shown to result in a
similar performance when there were several SOPs, whereas in the case of only a few
SOPs, the greater frequency diversity provided by the multicode scheme resulted in a
better performance with MMSEUC. In the VSF scheme, interleaving does not have an
effect on the performance of MMSEUC, but with the simpler MMSECC subcarrier
combining scheme, the performance is actually degraded.

5.2

Future work

The presented small-scale fading channel model and the complying fading simulator
could be fairly easily extended to also include polarization selectivity, the importance of
which is increasing now that MIMO techniques are being exploited in wireless terminals
with very restricted space for diversity antennas. The factorization of covariance
matrices for the space-frequency correlation transformation, which is done currently by
incomplete Cholesky factorization, could be perfected for the cases of large matrices
with highly correlated elements. This would further improve the numerical stability in
situations such as a large number of closely spaced subcarriers in a nearly frequencynonselective channel. The modeling of the temporal correlation of the taps of the
delay line could be modified to enable the different taps to have Doppler power spectra
of different shapes, as is proposed by some measurement-based characterizations.
Furthermore, the spatiospectral correlation could be derived directly from a measured
multipath cluster with joint delay and direction dispersion. A more challenging task
would be the revision of the simulator structure to enable the modeling of joint temporal
and spatiospectral correlation.
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The performance analysis of MC-CDMA could be detailed to take into account a
number of imperfections in a realistic receive process that have been disregarded in
order to simplify and conceptualize the analysis. However, abandoning some of these
idealizations, such as the the assumption of quasi-static fading between adjacent OFDM
symbols, would require extensive changes to the system model and yield increasingly
complicated derivations. On the other hand, the fading between adjacent OFDM
symbol intervals, or even within one symbol, can not be considered as quasi-static
when the mobile is moving very fast and the symbol interval is relatively long. In this
situation, intercarrier interference would arise. A somewhat easier extension would be
to incorporate the effects of imperfect channel estimations, whereas the modeling of
frequency and time synchronization errors would be again more cumbersome. Adaptive
implementations of MMSEUC and OC, which avoid the computationally complex
matrix inversion of the ideal direct forms of the combining weight derivations of these
two schemes, would be another step towards practical systems. Besides these two per
user combining schemes, zero-forcing per user combining needs to be considered. The
use of complementary spreading sequences and their effect on the performance would
also be worth investigating.
The inclusion of the above mentioned imperfections to the analysis would reduce
the benefit of frequency diversity and, therefore, most likely also the advantage of the
multicode multirate transmission over the VSF scheme and that of MMSEUC and OC
over the simpler combining schemes. Also the use of the Gaussian approximation for
the interference, although conditioned on the channel state and spreading sequences,
seems to give, based on preliminary simulations, slightly optimistic results compared
to the simulated interference distributions that have slightly more pronounced tails.
However, neither this nor the other above mentioned imperfections are expected to be
significant enough to change the conclusions of this thesis. But then again, inclusion
of spatial and temporal diversity to the system model through MIMO techniques and
channel coding, respectively, would most likely improve the performance of the VSF
scheme more than that of the multicode scheme. This is because the overall diversity
gain of the latter over the former diminishes with additional diversity sources. The above
and a number of other issues need to be investigated before MC-CDMA, in one form
or another, will be adopted into an air interface for future UWB and cellular systems,
beyond MB-OFDM and 3GPP LTE, respectively.
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Errata
III, p. 544, eq. 7

Symbol τ̂k should be τ̂hk .

III, p. 545, eq. 17
III, p. 545, col. 2
IV, p. 218, eq. 29
V, p. 2653, col. 1

hkqg
Term chkl
should be chklg s 3 shkqg .
Definition p = 1, . . . , P should be p = 1, . . . , Ph .
Term σ a should be σa .
Definition i = 1, 2 should be i = 1.

(Tg ,Ts )3s

(T ,T )
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